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PREFACE 

 

When asked what is special about Hawai‘i, most people have no shortage of answers.  There is an abundance of riches: the aloha spirit and 
unique mix of both distinct and intertwined cultures; the unique ecosystems; the clear blue water and white sand; the perfect blend of 
temperature, humidity, wind and sunshine; cultural, performing and visual arts from slack key guitar to hula; abundant recreational offerings; 
food that reflects the trans-Pacific culture of Hawaii. 
 
The residences of Hawai‘i may add yet another reason that Hawai‘i is special.  The natural beauty of Hawai‘i is complemented by its 

neighborhoods, small towns, vernacular architecture, blend of indoor and outdoor design features, and other characteristics of the distinctive 
built environment of the Islands.  The houses of Hawai‘i are a reflection of its physical setting and the social history. 
 
The Hawai‘i Register of Historic Places was established to recognize many types of cultural resources.  In addition to residences, it also 
includes other sites that tell the rich and varied history of the Hawaiian Islands.  Represented on the Register are places of commerce, 
agriculture, education, recreation, worship, community gathering, civic interaction and, yes, housing. 
 
We offer this Guide for Nominating Residences to the Hawai‘i Register of Historic Places in order to make the process more accessible to a 

wide variety of people.  By answering frequently asked questions about the benefits and responsibilities, the process, and where to find 
information, we expect to see an increase in the number and type of sites listed on the historic register, and a renewed commitment to 
protecting significant historic properties. 
 
The Guide, while written specifically for registering historic houses, may also be useful for other types of historic and cultural resource 
nominations.  Additional technical and supplemental information is available from the National Park Service.  For particularly complex 
districts or sites, we recommend using the services of a preservation professional with National Register experience. 
 
Historic Hawai‘i Foundation was established to encourage the preservation of buildings, communities and sites relating to the history of 
Hawai‘i.  The Hawai’i Register of Historic Places is an important element of ensuring that the historic legacy of Hawai‘i is kept alive and 

intact for the enrichment and enjoyment of both present and future generations. 
 
It is our hope that all people who love Hawai‘i, who want to see it retain and enhance the elements that make it special, will join us in 
working to preserve all that is historically significant and architecturally distinctive in the Islands. 
 
Aloha pumehana, 
Kiersten Faulkner 
Executive Director, Historic Hawai‘i Foundation 
September 2008  
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THE NATIONAL REGISTER 
 
The National Register of Historic Places is the official list of the 
Nation’s cultural resources, historic buildings, and 
archaeological sites considered to be worthy of preservation.  
The National Register program began in 1966 to help property 
owners, communities, and neighborhoods recognize their 
important properties, to offer realistic incentives for 
preservation, and to ensure that Federal actions do not harm 
these properties without alternatives being considered. 
 
The National Register was not designed to be a major regulatory 
program, but rather to expand recognition of significant historic 
properties to the state and local level.  Prior to this, only 
properties with national significance were recognized.  These 
properties were recognized through the National Historic 
Landmarks program, founded in 1935 by the Historic Sites Act. 
In 1966, the National Historic Preservation Act (Public Law 89-
665) established the National Register of Historic Places.  The 
National Park Service (NPS) was charged with administering 
this program.  The federal regulations concerning the National 
Register are contained in 36 CFR Part 60, found on the NPS 
website at HUwww.nps.gov/regulations.htm UH.  The NPS devotes a 
portion of their website to the National Register program at 
HUwww.nps.gov/history/nr/ UH. 
 
The National Historic Preservation Act called on states to 
delegate a State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO) who 
would be responsible for overseeing the National Register 
program in their State.  Hawaii’s SHPO is the head of the 

Department of Land and Natural Resources (DLNR), who 
delegates this responsibility to the administrator of the State 
Historic Preservation Division (SHPD).  

THE HAWAII REGISTER 
 

The State legislature established the Hawaii Register in 1976 
when it passed Hawaii’s preservation law known as H UChapter 
6E UH.  In its declaration of intent, this law supports the Hawaii 
State Constitution, which recognized the value of conserving and 
developing the historic and cultural property within the State for 
the public good.  The State’s preservation law acknowledged 
that rapid social and economic developments of contemporary 
society threatened to destroy our historic and cultural heritage.  
It was passed in the spirit of stewardship and trusteeship for 
future generations, and its intent was to preserve, restore, and 
maintain historic and cultural property. 
 
To achieve these goals, Chapter 6E established a comprehensive 
historic preservation program, which included a Hawaii Register 
of Historic Places.  The SHPD is the official keeper of the 
Hawaii Register.  Like the National Register, the Hawaii 
Register is the official list of cultural resources and formally 
recognizes their significance in Hawaii’s history, architecture, 

archaeology, engineering and culture.  The Register lists 
buildings, sites, objects, districts, and structures which give a 
sense of place and identity to those who live in the islands.  
These cultural resources also give visitors insight into the 
uniqueness of our island community.  Each residence listed on 
the Hawaii Register serves as a tangible reminder of our 
complex history and contributes to our collective heritage.  This 
state preservation law recognizes this contribution by stating that 
listing:  signifies a recognition the owner has a historic property, 

and that the preservation and maintenance of the property is 

contributing to the State’s and nation’s historic patrimony, and 

is thus serving the public good. (HAR 13-198). 

http://www.nps.gov/regulations.htm
http://www.nps.gov/history/nr/
http://www.state.hi.us/dlnr/hpd/pdfs/ch6e92.PDF
http://www.state.hi.us/dlnr/hpd/pdfs/ch6e92.PDF
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BENEFITS OF LISTING 

 
The following benefits, which are associated with listing in the 
Hawaii and National Registers of Historic Places, serve both the 
private and public good.  We all benefit from preserving our 
historic houses, which are an integral part of the familiar local 
landscapes of our island home.  The government recognizes the 
value in preserving these historic houses through the economic 
benefits associated with listing. 
 
In return for accepting economic benefits, homeowners thereby 
agree that their historic homes are valued by their communities.  
As such, these houses need to be maintained so that they do not 
lose the historic integrity that qualified them as eligible for 
listing on the historic register.  To aid homeowners in properly 
maintaining their residences, the government has published 
guidelines for rehabilitation of historic buildings, known as the 
Secretary of Interior’s Standards. 
 
 
Recognition 

Listing properties in the Register often changes the way 
communities perceive their historic places and strengthens the 
credibility of efforts by private citizens and public officials to 
preserve these resources as living parts of our communities. 
Listing honors a residence by recognizing its importance to its 
community, state, or the Nation and by deeming it to be worthy 
of preservation. 
 

Property Values Rise 

Private preservation efforts, bolstered by the honor of State and 
National Register listing and spurred by financial incentives, 

typically results in a rise in the marketable value of historic 
residences. 

Federal Rehabilitation Tax Credits 

This federal program is applicable for Uincome-producingU, 
residential homes certified as historic or listed on the Register.  
While owner-occupied residences are not eligible, historic 
houses used as a source of rental income or as a Bed and 
Breakfast operation would qualify.  The Federal tax credit is 
equivalent to 20% of the cost of rehabilitating a historic structure 
or 10% of the cost of rehabilitating a non-historic structure built 
before 1936.  Eligibility for the 20% tax credit requires that a 
residence be a certified historic structure.  This means that the 
house must be listed on the National Register or certified as 
contributing to a registered historic district.  A 10% tax credit 
may also be applied to rehabilitations of noncontributing 
structures located within a registered historic district.  More 
information on the Federal tax rehabilitation tax credit program 
is available through the NPS at 
HUhttp://www.nps.gov/history/hps/tps/tax/index.htmUH. 

 
State Economic Benefits 

Some state grants may be available for rehabilitating residences 
on the Hawaii Register, so a property owner should inquire with 
the SHPD. 
 
 
County Tax Incentives 

Hawaii’s four County governments, Honolulu, Kaua’i, Maui, 

and Hawaii Island, offer incentive programs to preserve historic 
houses in the form of tax relief for owners of residences listed on 
the Register.  The tax relief programs are similar in each County. 
They offer a property tax exemption from real property taxation 

http://www.nps.gov/history/hps/tps/tax/index.htm
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for portions of residential properties listed on the Hawaii 
Register.  To apply for this benefit, owners of historic residences 
must be listed on the Hawaii Register and submit a petition to 
the Director of Finance for a tax exemption by September 1st of 
the calendar year.  If they accept a property tax exemption, they 
are thereby agreeing not to change the use of their properties for 
a minimum of ten years, which is automatically renewable 
indefinitely.  All the Counties except Kaua’i, which has a 

brochure, have the local regulations available on their website, 
which explain the process and requirements of the historic 
residential real property tax exemption: 
HUhttp://www.honolulu.gov/refs/roh/8a10.htm UH (City and County of 
Honolulu), HUhttp://municipalcodes.lexisnexis.com/codes/maui/ UH 
(Maui County); and HUhttp://www.hawaii-
county.com/countycode/chapter19.pdf UH  (Hawaii County).  
Kaua’i County’s brochure is available via email from the 
Planning Department at HUwww.kauai.gov/planningUH. 
 

 

Technical Assistance 

Listing on the Hawaii Register offers homeowners access to 
technical assistance in the rehabilitation and maintenance of 
their historic properties.  When owners of houses listed on the 
Hawaii Register submit permit applications, the proposed 
alterations are reviewed by an architectural historian at SHPD.  
The architectural historian provides guidance and feedback 
about historically-compatible design options and complying with 
federal preservation guidelines for rehabilitating historic 
buildings known as the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for 
Rehabilitation (36-CFR-67).  These guidelines help homeowners 
maintain the historic integrity of their residence and preserve 
those portions or features of the home which are significant to its 
historic, architectural, and cultural values. 
 

The Secretary of Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation state 

that: 
1. A property should be used for its historic purpose or be 

placed in a new use that requires minimal change to the 
defining characteristics of the building and its site and 
environment. 
 

2. The historic character of a property shall be retained and 
preserved. The removal of historic materials or alteration 
of features and spaces that characterize a property shall 
be avoided 

 
3. Each property shall be recognized as a physical record of 

its time, place, and use. Changes that create a false sense 
of historical development, such as adding conjectural 
features or architectural elements from other buildings, 
shall not be undertaken. 

 
4. Most properties change over time; those changes that 

have acquired historic significance in their own right 
shall be retained and preserved. 

 
5. Distinctive features, finishes, and construction techniques 

or examples of craftsmanship that characterize a property 
shall be preserved. 

 
6. Deteriorated historic features shall be repaired rather than 

replaced. Where the severity of deterioration requires 
replacement of a distinctive feature, the new feature shall 
match the old in design, color, texture, and other visual 
qualities and, where possible, materials. Replacement of 
missing features shall be substantiated by documentary, 
physical, or pictorial evidence. 

 

http://www.honolulu.gov/refs/roh/8a10.htm
http://municipalcodes.lexisnexis.com/codes/maui/
http://www.hawaii-county.com/countycode/chapter19.pdf
http://www.hawaii-county.com/countycode/chapter19.pdf
http://www.kauai.gov/planning
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7.  Chemical or physical treatments, such as sandblasting, 
that cause damage to historic materials shall not be used. 
The surface cleaning of structures, if appropriate, shall be 
undertaken using the gentlest means possible. 

 
8. Significant archeological resources affected by a project 

shall be protected and preserved. If such resources must 
be disturbed, mitigation measures shall be undertaken. 

 
9. New additions, exterior alterations, or related new 

construction shall not destroy historic materials that 
characterize the property. The new work shall be 
differentiated from the old and shall be compatible with 
the massing, size, scale, and architectural features to 
protect the historic integrity of the property and its 
environment. 

 
10. New additions and adjacent or related new construction 

shall be undertaken in such a manner that if removed in 
the future, the essential form and integrity of the historic 
property and its environment would be unimpaired. 

 
 
Sec 106 Review 

A Federal review is required by the National Historic 
Preservation Act (36 CFR, Part 800 Protection of Historic 
Properties), which is known as a Section 106 review.  It offers 
some protection for historic residences by requiring that Federal 
agencies take into account the effects of their undertaking on 
historic properties.  Being listed on the Hawaii Register, means 
that these historic residences will be considered in the planning 
stages of government-funded projects. 
 

 

Historic Residence Plaques 

Owners of homes listed on the Hawaii or National Register can 
display a plaque or marker on the exterior of their historic homes 
to identify the residence as listed on the Historic Register.  
While owners are not automatically given a plaque, Historic 
Hawai`i Foundation offers Historic Residence Signs for sale at 
HUhttp://www.historichawaii.org/HIST_SIGN_FILES/Aboutthesig
n.htmlUH. 
 
 

 

RESPONSIBILITIES OF LISTING 

 
By accepting the benefits associated with listing on the Hawaii 
and National Registers, homeowners thereby assume the 
following responsibilities. 
 
 
Design Guidelines 

Occasionally local historical commissions, design review 
committees, or special zoning ordinances may use listing in the 
Register to require certain actions, such as design review.  These 
do not come automatically with listing, however, but as a result 
of separate local regulations, which are usually for districts and 
would not typically be applicable to an individually-listed 
property that is not in a designated district. 
 
 
Permit Review 

Hawaii law (6E-10) requires owners of privately-owned historic 
residences that are listed on the Hawaii Register to notify the 
SHPD before beginning any construction, alteration, disposition 
or improvement that would affect the historic characteristics that 
qualified the property for the Hawaii Register.  Hawaii law (6E-

http://www.historichawaii.org/HIST_SIGN_FILES/Aboutthesign.html
http://www.historichawaii.org/HIST_SIGN_FILES/Aboutthesign.html
http://www.historichawaii.org/HIST_SIGN_FILES/Aboutthesign.html
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42) allows the SHPD thirty days to review and comment on 
permit applications or land use changes that would affect 
residences not on the Hawaii Register that are older than fifty 
years.  If a residence is listed on the Register, the proposed work 
may not begin until either the SHPD has agreed or 90 days have 
elapsed. 
 
Sec 106 Review 

In certain cases, a Section 106 review may be required of a 
private owner of residences. The Section 106 review is required 
by the National Historic Preservation Act (36 CFR, Part 800 
Protection of Historic Properties) to offer some protection for 
historic properties by requiring that Federal agencies take into 
account the effects of the undertaking on historic properties.  
Residential projects fall under Section 106 review if they receive 
federal assistance, such as Community Development Block 
Grant funds.  In that case, these projects are reviewed by the 
SHPD to determine and hopefully avoid or lessen any potentially 
adverse effects on historic properties.  Any work on historic 
properties using federal funds must generally comply with the 
Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation.  Section 
106 regulations not only apply to listed properties, but also to all 
properties that are fifty years or older and considered eligible for 
listing. 
 
 
Photographic Documentation Law 

Listed properties already meet the requirements of this new law.  
The 2008 Hawaii Photographic Documentation law requires that 
a permit applicant must provide proof that archival quality black 
and white photographs have been provided to SHPD before the 
county agency may issue a permit or approval to demolish, 
construct, or otherwise alter a historic building.  The SHPD 
already has archival photos of the building if it has been listed 

on the Register.  This law can be found at: 
Hhttp://www.capitol.hawaii.gov/session2008/Bills/HB2486_CD1_
.htm UH. 
 
 
 
 

COMMON MISCONCEPTIONS 
 
The following are some common misconceptions about the 
implications of being listed on the Hawaii and National Register. 
 

 

False:  Listing Affects Property Rights 

It is not true that the federal, state, or local government assumes 
any property rights in the residence as a result of listing.  Being 
listed on the Register does not restrict the rights of private 
property owners in the use, development, or sale of private 
historic property. 
 
 
False:  Only Listed Residences Are Subject to Permit Review 

All U owners of historic homes older than fifty years must allow 
the SHPD an opportunity to review proposed construction, 
alteration, disposition, or improvements prior to commencing the 
work.  Under state law 6E-10, SHPD has ninety days to conduct 
this review if a residence is listed on the Hawaii Register.  Under 
state law 6E-42, SHPD has thirty days to carry out this review if 
a home is older than fifty years and not listed on the Register. 
 
 
False:  A Listed Residence Must Be Opened to the Public 

Owners of private residences listed in the National or Hawaii 
Register have Uno obligation to open their properties to the public. 
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If they take a County property tax exemption for a listed 
residence, however, one of the conditions they agree to is that 
the public be assured a reasonable view of the property.  The 
County requires this public benefit in exchange for the financial 
benefit it gives to the owner.  “A reasonable view” does not 
include entering onto the property. 
 
 
False:  Owners of Listed Houses Are Required to Make 

Repairs and Alterations 

Private property owners are not required by law to maintain, 
repair, or restore properties listed on the Hawaii Register.  They 
may make changes to their historic homes, but must allow the 
SHPD an opportunity to review and comment.  This is to ensure 
the appropriateness of the alteration.  It is possible that 
inappropriate alterations could cause a historic residence to be 
removed from the Register, and an owner risks losing property 
tax benefits previously claimed.  If a historic residence loses its 
property tax exemption within the first ten years, it is cancelled 
retroactive to the date of dedication.  After the end of the fifth 
year, however, either the owner or the Director of Taxation has 
the right to cancel the property tax exemption at any time.  This 
ordinance, 8-10.22,  can be found at 
http://www.co.honolulu.hi.us/refs/roh/8a10.htm. 
 
 
False:  Owners of a Listed Residence is Entitled to Funding 

Unfortunately, it is not true that there are large sums of money 
available to assist owners and local agencies in rehabilitating 
residential properties that are listed on the Hawaii Register.  
Funds are very limited.  For owners of historic residences, 
Federal funds are usually limited to historic income-producing 
homes, such as those used for Bed and Breakfast operations, 
which qualify for the Federal rehabilitation tax credit program.  

Federal funds are also provided annually to each state from the 
Historic Preservation Fund grant program.  Federal law requires 
that “no less than ten percent” of this grant money be given to a 
state’s Certified Local Governments (CLGs).  At the present 
time, Hawaii’s SHPD makes these funds available to the CLGs 
on a grant application basis only.  In some cases, a county may 
offer some funding.  The County of Kauai has published a 
brochure through its Planning Department titled, Financial 

Incentives for Historic Preservation in Kauai County, Hawaii, to 
inform the public that grant money is available from time to 
time, and that in the past, this funding has provided technical 
assistance to owners.  
 
 
False:  The Owner of a House Listed on the Register 

Automatically Receives a Historic Residence Plaque 

Neither the State nor the Federal Government automatically 
provides private property owners with a plaque or marker for 
residences listed on the Hawaii and/or National Registers.  If an 
owner wants to purchase a historic residence plaque, it is 
available locally through Historic Hawaii Foundation.  The City 
and County of Honolulu requires owners of historic residences 
who receive exemptions from real property taxation to place a 
sign or plaque on these properties.  Maui, Kauai and Hawaii 
Counties, on the other hand, do not require owners of listed 
properties to put historic residence signs on these homes, 
although they must assure reasonable visual access to the public. 

http://www.capitol.hawaii.gov/session2008/Bills/HB2486_CD1_.htm
http://www.capitol.hawaii.gov/session2008/Bills/HB2486_CD1_.htm
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WHO CAN NOMINATE A HISTORIC RESIDENCE? 

 

Any person or agency can nominate a historic residence to the 
Hawaii Register of Historic Places.  A nomination must be 
accompanied by a map clearly showing the exact boundaries of 
the property being nominated.  It must also include 
contemporary, good quality photographs of the property which 
provide a clear and accurate visual representation of the property 
and its setting.  Chapter 3 follows the steps required to fill out 
the nomination form for a typical Hawaii residence. 
 
 
HOW OLD DOES A RESIDENCE HAVE TO BE? 

 

To qualify as eligible for listing on the Hawaii Register, a 
residence must be a historic property, as defined in State 
preservation law, Chapter 6E.  According to this law, historic 

property means any building, structure, object, district, area, or 

site, including heiau and underwater site, which is over fifty 

years old)(6E-2).  Historic properties are eligible for the Hawaii 
Register according to the same criteria as required by the 
National Register.  These criteria are listed at the end of the 
chapter.  One of these criteria provides an exception to the fifty 
year rule, which allows a residence that has achieved 
significance within the past fifty years to be considered for 
listing if it is of exceptional importance. 
 
 
HAWAII HISTORIC PLACES REVIEW BOARD 

 

Once completed, nominations are submitted to the SHPD where 
they are reviewed by staff.  The SHPD transmits these 
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nominations to the Review Board forty-five days prior to the 
hearing at which the Board will make its decision.  When the 
State preservation law, Chapter 6E, established the Hawaii 
Historic Places Review Board for the Hawaii and National 
Register of Historic Places, it specified that the Review Board 
should have ten members appointed by the Governor, with one 
professionally-qualified member from each of the following 
disciplines: archeology, architecture, history, and sociology.  In 
addition, it required the Review Board to have one person 
knowledgeable in traditional Hawaiian society and culture (6E-

5.5).  The Review Board typically makes a decision on listing 
residences by the conclusion of the hearing.  It either approves 
or disapproves nominations based on standard criteria for 
eligibility and the completeness of the nomination.  At this time, 
the Board also recommends whether nominations should be sent 
to the National Park Service for possible placement on the 
National Register. 
 
 
COUNTY REVIEW COMMISSIONS 

 
The SHPD requires that completed nominations from the City 
and County of Honolulu be submitted sixty days prior to the 
Review Board hearing.  It requires homeowners in Kauai, Maui, 
and Hawaii Island Counties to submit nominations seventy-five 
days prior to the date of the Review Board hearing, so these 
nominations can be sent to those counties sixty days before the 
Review Board hearing.  This county review is part of the 
Certified Local Government (CLGs) programs on Kauai, Maui, 
and Hawaii Island.  The CLG program is a county-level historic 
preservation program with a local review commission, 
established by county ordinance in accordance with Federal 

historic preservation rules and regulations (36 CFR 61).  Kauai’s 
Historic Preservation Review Commission reviews nominations 
and proposed zoning changes that affect historic resources, 
which are listed on the County inventory.  On Maui, the Cultural 
Resource Commission reviews nominations, administers the 
county’s historic districts, and performs other duties related to 

carrying out the County’s historic preservation responsibilities.  

Hawaii County recently passed an ordinance to meet the 
requirements of the CLG program and is currently implementing 
this new law which established a review commission.  The rules 
governing the CLG program require the SHPD to include the 
County review commissions in the process of nominating 
properties to the National Register (36 CFR 61). 
 
The SHPD sends nominations to the County planning 
departments sixty days prior to the Review Board hearing, so 
that these agencies have the time they need to put these 
nominations on the agenda for the monthly County review 
commission hearing.  The SHPD also sends a letter to the 
Mayors of each County notifying them of the nominations.  
Once they have reviewed nominations at their monthly hearing, 
the CLG commissions may submit their comments up to the date 
of the Review Board hearing.  County planning departments 
may submit transcripts of local commission hearings to the 
SHPD, although they are not required to do so.  Commissioners 
may also read their transcripts directly into the record at the 
Review Board hearings, which was recommended by a former 
Commission Chair from the island of Kauai.  The main 
difference for owners or nominators of properties from counties 
with CLG review commissions, according to the SHPD, is that 
they submit nominations seventy-five, rather than sixty days, 
prior to the Review Board hearing. 
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NOTIFYING THE PROPERTY OWNER 

 

State rules and regulations governing the practice and 
procedures of the Hawaii Historic Places Review Board (13-8-
197) require that the SHPD notify homeowners (and nominators 
if they are different people) by registered or certified mail with 
return receipt at least forty-five days before the hearing.  If a 
residence is on leasehold land, a homeowner does not need the 
permission of the fee owner to nominate the residence to the 
Hawaii Register.  In Hawaii, a historic residence can be 
nominated and listed on the Hawaii Register without an owner’s 

permission. The law requires that owners must be notified of the 
nomination, and it allows them the right to object to the listing 
and request a contested case hearing.  Nonetheless, state law 
allows a residence to be listed on the Hawaii Register over the 
objections of an owner, as long as the Review Board approves 
this listing at the conclusion of the contested case hearing.  It 
cannot be listed on the National Register, however, without an 
owner’s permission.  Should the owner object to the listing on 

the National Register, the National Park Service can make an 
official determination of eligibility for the residence, but will not 
list the property. 
 

Review Board meetings are typically held four times a year.  In 
addition to notifying the owners of nominated residences, SHPD 
notifies the public through a mailing to individuals who have 
requested the information.  Under certain circumstances, state 
law, 13-198-4, allows the notice of the hearing to be published in 
the newspaper instead.  Owners have thirty days from receipt of 
the notice to submit written comments to concur with the 
nomination, or submit a statement of objections to the Review 

Board.  The Review Board hearings give nominators the 
opportunity to present their case for eligibility.  They also allow 
the public an opportunity to submit their views regarding the 
nomination. 
 
 
HAWAII REGISTER CRITERIA 

 
To be eligible for listing, historic residences need to possess 
historic significance and integrity.  In deciding whether a 
residence should be placed on the Hawaii Register, state law 
requires that the Review Board and county preservation 
commissions evaluate whether a residence meets the Hawaii 
Register criteria.  These criteria are listed on the following page 
and can be found online at: 
http://www.state.hi.us/dlnr/hpd/hphar13_8_198.htm. 
 

http://www.state.hi.us/dlnr/hpd/hphar13_8_198.htm
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THE HAWAII REGISTER CRITERIA 

 
In deciding whether a property should be entered and ordered 
into the Hawaii register, the review board shall evaluate 
whether the property meets or possesses, individually or in 
combination, the following criteria or characteristics: 
 
Criteria: (1) The quality of significance in Hawaiian history, 
architecture, archaeology, and culture, which is present in 
districts, sites, buildings, structures, and objects of State and 
local importance that possess integrity of location, design, 
setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association, and 

(A) That are associated with events that have made a 
significant contribution to the broad patterns of our 
American or Hawaiian history; or 

(B)That are associated with the lives of persons 
significant in our past; or 
      (C)That embody the distinctive characteristics of a 
type, period, or method of construction, or that represent 
the work of a master, or that possess high artistic values, or 
that represent a significant and distinguishable entity 
whose components may lack individual distinction; or 
      (D)That have yielded, or may be likely to yield, 
information important in prehistory or history; 

(2) Environmental impact, i.e., whether the preservation of the 
building, site, structure, district, or object significantly 
enhances the environmental quality of the State; 
(3) The social, cultural, educational, and recreational value of 
the building, site, structure, district, or object, when preserved, 
presented, or interpreted, contributes significantly to the 
understanding and enjoyment of the history and culture of 
Hawaii, the pacific area, or the nation. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
For a residence, historic significance will usually relate to its 
importance to the history, architecture, individuals, and/or 
culture of a community.  This is often defined by the area of 
history in which the home made important contributions and by 
the period of time when these contributions were made.  A 
homeowner evaluates a residence’s integrity by looking at 

historic qualities of location, design, setting, materials, 
workmanship, feeling, and association.  A nomination form 
should make the case for both a residence’s significance and 

integrity.  Chapter 3 on filling out the form takes you through 
this process. 
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Hawaii Register nominations are prepared on the standard 
National Register Registration form, available from the National 
Park Service at 
http://www.nps.gov/history/nr/publications/forms.htm.  A 
nomination form is completed according to the technical 
guidelines contained in the National Register Bulletin, “How To 
Complete The National Register Registration Form.”  Several 
sections of the form provide continuation sheets for additional 
information and narrative statements.  Once completed, a 
nomination should identify and locate the historic property; 
explain how it meets one or more of the National Register 

criteria; and make the case for historic significance and integrity.  
The National Park Service publishes a series of National 
Register Bulletins to provide guidance on completing 
nominations.  Bulletins which might help a homeowner with 
listing a residence are in Chapter 8, the reference section of the 
guide.  This chapter provides instruction on filling out the form 
for a residence.  For other types of historic resources or for more 
complicated nominations, such as multiple property submissions 
or district nominations, it may be necessary to rely on 
professional assistance.  A directory of professionals who offer 
this service is provided in Chapter 7. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The National Register forms must be done on a computer, word processor, or typewriter, and is available either in pdf or a 
template that may be filled out on the computer. It cannot have written notes or corrections. A computer-generated form may 
be used, but it must contain the form number (NPS 10-900) and the OMB approval number. Forms must be printed on archival 
quality paper. You must follow the directions item by item and be sure to fill in an X or N/A where it is requested. Use 
continuation sheets for additional information and narrative statements. These are included as part of the nomination form.  
These instructions are from “How To Complete the National Register Registration Form,” p. 8. 

 

http://www.nps.gov/history/nr/publications/forms.htm
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Hawaii HI 

 
Enter other names by which the house has been commonly known, if any.  Separate the 
names by semicolons. If there are no other names associated with the house, enter N/A. 

 

 

 

Enter N/A for a residence. This is for a property that 
needs certain protection, such as a heiau. 

Enter the 
home’s 

address. Do 
not exceed 
120 
characters, 
including 
spaces and 
punctuation. 

Enter the County name and code where the residence is located. 
County names and codes are Hawaii 001, Honolulu 003, Kauai 007, 
and Maui 009. 

The historic name should 
reflect the property’s historic 

importance and should be 
associated with the home’s 

period of significance. Often a 
name is associated with the first 
owner, such as the Alfred 
Hocking House, or significant 
person or event that was 
associated with the house. A 
name may also relate to an 
original or later significant use 
of the property, such as the 
Honolulu Plantation Manager’s 

Residence or Tsoong Nyee 
Society Cook House. The name 
may reflect a location, such as 
3029 Oahu Avenue, or a 
defining characteristic, such as 
The Coral House. It may be a 
professional, scientific, 
technical, or traditional name, 
such as Kualoa Ahupuaa 
Historical District.  Enter only 
one name, of not more than 120 
characters, including spaces and 
punctuation. 

Enter N/A for Vicinity, unless your house is 
outside the boundaries of a city or town. If it 
is, mark an X and enter the name of the 
nearest city or town. 
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You do not need to 
fill out this section. 
The State Historic 
Preservation 
Division 
completes Part 3. 

 

The National Park 
Service completes 
Part 4. 
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A residence owned by 
an individual, group 
of people, or 
organized body such 
as a church or 
corporation is 
classified as private. 
Property owned by 
the government 
would be public. 

Mark an X in the box 
for the Category of 
Property being 
nominated. Mark only 
one box. A residence is 
categorized as a 
Building(s). A property 
is categorized by the 
main resource, if there 
are also secondary 
resources. For example, 
a house and a garage 
would be entered as 
Building (for the 
house). A house and 
attached garage is one 
Building. 

If your home is being nominated individually, 
and it is not part of a multiple property listing, 
enter N/A. 

A residence may be eligible to be nominated as part of a multiple property 

submission, such as the College Hills Tract Thematic nomination. To qualify, the 
homes would need to share the same significance. For example, to qualify for the 
College Hills Tract Thematic nomination, a home would need to have been built in 
this geographic area during this period of early residential development. Check the 
Hawaii Register to see if your home qualifies as part of a multiple property 
nomination. If the residence is not part of a multiple property submission, enter 
N/A  

A district can be a large acreage with a variety of 
buildings, such as a ranch, or a number of properties 
relatively equal in importance, such as a neighborhood. 
A district needs to have a concentration of buildings 
united historically or aesthetically by plan or physical 
development. A district nomination may require the help 
of a professional. 

 
A building, site, 
object or structure 
is contributing if it 
adds to the historic 
significance of the 
property and is 
relatively 
unaltered.  To be 
counted as 
contributing, it 
must be substantial 
in size and scale, or 
strongly contribute 
to the historic 
significance. 
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For most residences, the category and subcategory which most accurately describe 
the principal historic functions are: “Domestic” and “Single Dwelling.”  Enter a 
function only for contributing buildings that are still extant.  A garage would be 
categorized as “Domestic,” “Secondary Structure.”  Enter one category and 
subcategory in each blank.  Consult “How To Complete The National Register 

Form” for more information about Data Categories.  This is available at 
www.nps.gov/history/nr/publications/bulletins.htm. 

Enter Current 
Functions for both 
contributing and non-
contributing buildings. 
If the building is 
undergoing 
rehabilitation, 
restoration, or adaptive 
reuse, enter “work in 

progress,” in addition 
to any functions that 
are current or 
anticipated upon 
completion of the 
work.  If the residence 
is no longer being 
used as a home, 
consult “How To 
Complete The 
National Register 
Form,” for a 
comprehensive list of 
Data Categories for 
Functions and Uses, 
pages 20 to 23.  See 
the link in the box to 
the left. 

http://www.nps.gov/history/nr/publications/bulletins.htm
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The next page has a list of architectural classifications used to classify the style or stylistic influences of a residence.  If 
no specific style or stylistic influence is apparent, but general characteristics of a period are present, enter the general 
category by itself.  For example, a Hawaii home was recently classified as Pacific Modern, with no subcategory.  The 
subcategories which have been included in this Guide generally apply to 20th century residences.  If your home was built 
before 1900, you will need to refer to the publication,“How To Complete The National Register Form,” for a 
comprehensive list of Data Categories for Architectural Classification, pages 25 and 26.  Many Hawaii residences are a 
combination of different styles.  If none of the subcategories describe your property’s style or stylistic influence, you may 

enter “other,” with a descriptive term (not exceeding 28 characters) to classify the property by type, period, method of 
construction, or other characteristics.  For example, you could use “Other: Plantation Style.”  Remember to define this 
term, however, in the narrative for Section 7.  Do not use “vernacular” as a style because the term does not describe 
specific characteristics.  Enter one category on each blank, placing those most important to the property first. 
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Many historic homes in Hawaii fall 
into 20th century architectural 
classifications.  Many Hawaii 
homes reflect a mix of stylistic 
elements.  To the left is the 
National Register list of acceptable 
data categories for architectural 
classifications.  Enter the Category 
and Subcategory which seem to be 
most important to the property.  
Style guides can provide guidance 
and help you identify your home’s 

stylistic influences.  Two of these 
are McAlester & McAlester’s A 

Field Guide To American Houses, 
and Poppeliers & Chambers, What 

Style Is It?  Some illustrations are 
provided on the following page for 
a few styles more commonly found 
in Hawaii.  Recently, the style 
“Pacific Modern” has been 

accepted by the National Park 
Service for Ossipoff-designed 
homes.  Other Hawaii nominations 
have successfully been classified as 
“Other: Plantation Style.”  
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NATIONAL REGISTER DATA CATEGORIES 

 

CATEGORY:  LATE VICTORIAN 

 

SUBCATEGORY: 

 

Gothic 

This style from the Middle Ages served as the prototype for the 
Gothic Revival dating from the 1830s, which was popularized 
by pattern books, particularly those by Andrew Jackson 
Downing and Alexander Jackson Davis. 
 

Second Empire 

A grand, eclectic style in America between 1855-1890 used in 
public buildings and elegant homes. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Italianate 

An eclectic style of Italian-influenced residential and 
commercial architecture.  Residences are divided into Villas, 
Town houses (urban row houses).  Façade and exterior wall 

treatments include either symmetrical or asymmetrical façade; 
two stories with smooth masonry walls, or stucco or wood 
clapboard siding; classical columns, balustrade balconies; wide 
projecting cornices with decorative brackets for support, a porch 
on one or more sides.  Roof is usually low- to moderate-pitched 
gabled or hipped, sometimes front gabled.  Widely overhanging 
eaves supported by wood or pressed metal brackets (often in 
pairs) evenly spaced.  Windows are typically tall, relatively 
narrow double-hung sash; often hung in pairs or triple units; 
commonly windows are topped by segmental arches.  
Commonly a pair of decoratively paneled double doors at the 
main entrance; often a round topped door or a door set in an 
arch. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Queen Anne/Queen Anne Revival 

Stick/Eastlake 

An eclectic style of domestic architecture from 1870s to 1910.  
This style is often timber-framed and irregular in plan and 
elevation.  Façade and exterior wall treatments often include a 
front-facing gable; decorative trusses, bracketed posts, 
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gingerbread in the form of spindlework.  Textured shingles and 
masonry can provide variations in wall surface treatment and 
color.  Roof is irregular in shape or parapateted; sometimes 
hipped; high, steeply pitched gables and cross gables, 
overhanging eaves, bargeboards.  Windows have large sashes, 
usually with upper sash multipaned; casement windows, often in 
groups; three part windows, bay windows.  Doors have main 
entry door located off the main axis set with panes; occasionally 
transom light above the door or sidelights flanking the door. 
 

Shingle Style 

An American eclectic style of domestic architecture used from 
about 1880 to 1900 and beyond.  Houses were usually two or 
three stories, wood construction, rambling and asymmetrical, 
with the walls and roof uniformly covered with wood shingles. 
More recently, architects such as Robert Venturi have applied a 
modified Shingle style to shed-roof structures or other forms of 
vernacular architecture. 
 
Romanesque/Romanesque Revival/Richardsonian 

Romanesque 

A style originating in Europe, characterized by massive 
articulated walls, barrel vaults, and groined vaults.  
Richardsonian Romanesque and Romanesque Revival built on 
the older style and dated from 1880 to 1900 and beyond.  
Especially popular in public buildings, occasionally used for 
large homes. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Renaissance/Renaissance Revival/Second Renaissance 

Revival/Italian Renaissance Revival (1890-1930) 
A style emulating the Renaissance palazzi of northern Italy, 
which became popular in America from about 1890-1930.  The 
Romano-Tuscan mode was plain, while the North Italian was 
more ornamented. As a revival residential style, houses were 
usually rectangular or square, ornate or plain, and two or three 
stories high.  This style was often used in public buildings. 
One of the best known residential examples of the ornamental 
Northern mode is La Pietra, which was designed by David Adler 
for Walter Dillingham.  
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CATEGORY:  LATE 19
TH

 AND 20
TH

 CENTURY REVIVALS 
 

SUBCATEGORY: 

 

Beaux Arts (1880-1930) 

A grandiose style often used for public buildings.  Not 
commonly seen in historic Hawaii residences. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Colonial Revival Style (1880-1940) 

American Colonial Revival architecture includes Dutch 
Colonial, French Colonial, German Colonial, and Spanish 
Colonial.  The term “Colonial Revival” usually refers to 

architecture based on prototypes in English colonies in America.  
Elements of this style can be found in historic residences in 
Hawaii.  These include an extension of the pediment above the 
entrance and double-hung, rectangular sash windows with 
multiple panes in the upper and lower sashes.  
 

Classical Revival/Neoclassical Revival (1895-1940) 

Houses in this style usually exhibit many of the following 
characteristics: a symmetrical façade, usually two stories high, 
commonly with one- or two-story wings; often a two-story 
monumental portico,painted white, with a triangular pediment.  
These stylistic elements are not typical of Hawaii historic 
residential architecture. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tudor Revival (1890-1940) 

Elements of this style can be found in historic residences in 
Hawaii.  These houses are usually asymmetrical and often have 
the following elements of style:  clad in stucco or wood and 
stucco, false half-timbering, steeply pitched gables, double-hung 
or casement style sash windows that are tall, narrow, and usually 
set with a number of small diamond-shaped panes or small 
square-shaped panes placed diagonally. 
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Late Gothic Revival  

This style became popular in the 1800s through Andrew Jackson 
Downing’s widely available pattern books.  Typically, it has an 
asymmetrical plan.  Stylistic elements include highly decorative 
woodwork, gingerbread, steeply pitched gable roof, bay 
windows, casement windows with diamond-shaped panes, ogee 
arch windows, paneled entry door.  These stylistic elements can 
be found on bungalows built in the early half of the 20th century. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Mission/Spanish Colonial Revival/Mediterranean Revival 

(1915-present, particularly popular in 1920s and 30s) 

An eclectic style loosely based on Spanish Colonial architecture, 
primarily found in residences.  These stylistic elements include 
stucco or plastered walls, patio, wought-iron balconies, 
decorative vents, low-pitched, red mission-tiled roof which can 
be hipped or gable and, occasionally flat.  Windows can be 
arched.  Doors can be heavy wood. 
 

Italian Renaissance (see above) 

 
French Renaissance/French Eclectic (1920-1950) 

This style emulates many of its French antecedents, such as 
Beaux Arts, Chateauesque, Second Empire, but somewhat 
loosely uses elements of different styles in the same structure. 
Elements of the style include stucco, quoins, decorative half-
timbering, circular stair tower, arched dormers, French windows, 
French doors. 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pueblo (Revival) (1910-1940) 

Typically found in the Southwest and meant to suggest pueblo 
architecture; usually includes a mixture of Spanish Colonial 
Revival and Mission Revival.  Elements of this style include 
stucco walls that have a low-profile adobelike appearance, flat 
roof drained by wood beams (vigas), brick flooring on porches 
or terraces, casement windows, battened doors.   
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CATEGORY:  LATE 19
TH

 AND 20
TH

 CENTURY 

AMERICAN MOVEMENTS 
 
Sullivanesque (1890-1924) 

A term descriptive of the architectural style and decorative 
designs of Louis Sullivan, who was a formative force in modern 
functional architecture. 
 
Prairie School (1900-1930) 

American style of architecture that was primarily domestic.  
Typically two-story house with one-story wings and/or porches, 
integrated to its site to provide a low-to-the-ground horizontal 
appearance.  Stylistic elements include stucco walls, contrasting 
wood trim between stories, porch roof supported by heavy 
columns that are square or slanted sides.  Roof is usually broad, 
low-pitched, either hipped or gable, overhanging eaves, hipped 
or gabled dormers.  Windows are often ribbon windows.  
Window often have small diamond-shaped panes of glass, set in 
geometric patterns in1-over-1 double hung or tall casement 
windows, set in pairs or sets of three. 
 
Commercial Style (1875-1930) 

A commercial style of American architecture employed by the 
Chicago School, associated with Louis Sullivan. 
 
Chicago (late 1800s-1920) 

A group of architects in Chicago, including Louis Sullivan, 
whose philosophy was based on the precept that design should 
be of its time rather than based on the past.  They focused on 
both homes and skyscrapers. 
 
Skyscraper  

A very tall building many stories high. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bungalow (1900-1940s) 

A bungalow is a small one-story or one-and-a-half story house, 
usually low profile and wood-frame construction, popular in the 
early 20th century.  They could be built from pattern books and 
were purchased as early as 1908 as precut kits from Sears and 
Roebuck Catalogue.  In Hawaii, bungalows were sold in a 
similar manner by Lewers & Cooke, Ltd.  The Building 
Department sold architectural services, house plans, and building 
supplies to those who wanted an affordable home.  The 1937 
Catalogue promoted a double-pitched roof as a“Roof in the 
Hawaiian Manner,” to perpetuate a distinctive style that can be 

known as “The Hawaiian Type.” This is sometimes called 
“Hawaiian style Bungalow.” 
 
Other variations of this style include the “Bungalow Court” 

which is a group of three or more detached, essentially identical 
one-story single-family dwellings, under common ownership. 
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Craftsman (1900-1920) 

The Craftsman style of house was popularized by Gustav 
Stickley in his magazine, The Craftsman, published from 1901-
1916.  Stickely provided construction drawings, and Sears, 
Roebuck and Company sold precut components for houses 
available through mail order and shipped by railroad throughout 
the nation.  This style became very popular everywhere and 
these stylistic elements can be seen on historic residences 
throughout Hawaii.  Façade and exterior wall treatments often 
include nonsymmetrical façade which can be clad in stucco, 
wood clapboard, wood shingles, often masonry walls on the first 
floor and wood on the second story; occasionally a battered 
foundation; partial-width front porch with square columns that 
support the porch roof; commonly structural members of the 
porch are exposed.  Roof treatments usually are low- to 
moderate-pitched front-gabled roof; occasionally cross-gabled, 
side-gabled, or hipped roof; wide overhanging eaves.  Along the 
eaves, exposed roof rafters, beams, false beams, or triangular 

knee braces inserted as decorative elements under the gables.  
Windows are commonly double-hung with multiple panes in the 
upper sash and a single pane in the lower sash; or heavily framed 
casement windows.  Doors can be battened with wrought-iron 
strap hinges like those used in the early American colonies. 
 
A variation of the Craftsman-style residence that is found in 
Hawaii is the “Airplane Bungalow,” which has a gable parallel 
to the main ridge of the roof. 
 
CATEGORY:  MODERN MOVEMENT 

 

SUBCATEGORY: 

 

New Formalism, Neo-expressionism; Brutalism; California 

Style or Ranch Style; Post-Modern; Wrightian (1950s) 

A Ranch house, Rambler (1950) is a one-story house having a 
large floor area. It is found from the 1930s on, but was 
especially popular during the 1950s and 1960s, particularly in 
the West.  It tended to have an asymmetrical plan usually 
designed to emphasize the width of the façade.; Façade and 
exterior treatment included wall cladding of stucco, brick, wood, 
or some combination.  Roof was low-pitched with eaves having 
a moderate-to-wide overhang.  It could be hipped, cross-gable, 
or side-gabled with exposed rafters.  Windows could be ribbon 
windows, or windows decorated with shutters.  There were 
frequently glass sliding doors at the side or rear of the house that 
open onto a porch or patio; it usually had an attached garage. 
 

Wrightian is an imprecise term suggestive of the work of Frank 
Lloyd Wright, who is not characterized by a single style.  His 
early buildings are closely associated with the Prairie School, 
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which are in marked contrast to his later designs featuring the 
use of decorative concrete block units. 
 
Moderne (1920-1940) 

Art Deco (1920-1945): usually characterized by angular, zigzag, 
or other geometric ornamentation in low relief on building 
facades.  It was rare in domestic homes, although used for 
apartment buildings. 
 
Art Moderne (1930-1945) was found principally in houses 
constructed in the 1930s; and was usually characterized by an 
asymmetrical façade that emphasized the horizontal appearance 
of the building.  Façade and exterior wall treatment included 
smooth stuccoed wall surfaces with rounded exterior corners.  
Roof was flat.  Windows were often ribbon windows that 
continued around the corner of the house and were made of glass 
blocks. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

International Style,/Miesian (1920-1945) 
A style applied to residences and public buildings that is 
minimalist in concept, devoid of regional characteristics, stresses 
functionalism, and rejects all nonessential decorative elements; 
typically this style emphasizes the horizontal aspects of the 
residence.  It developed in the 1920s and 30s in the European 
Bauhaus School.  Façade and exterior wall treatments include 
simple geometric forms of reinforced concrete and steel 
construction; unadorned smooth walls of glass, steel, or stucco 
painted white; often a cantilevered upper floor or balcony.  
Characterized by open interior spaces and are asymmetrical.  
Roof treatments include flat roof , often without eaves, that 
terminates at the edge of the wall.  Windows tend to be large 
areas of floor to ceiling glass. Doors are plain.  Miesian refers to 
architect Ludwig Mies van der Rohe who was a proponent of the 
International style. 
 
CATEGORY:  OTHER 

 

SUBCATEGORY: 

 

Pacific Modern 

A style recently accepted for use by the National Park Service 
for the Ossipoff–designed Lilijestrand residence built in the 
1950s.  For a description of the home, see Appendix B Sample 
Forms. 
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Plantation Style 

A style accepted by the State Historic Preservation Office and 
the National Park Service for historic residences in Hawaii that 
have stylistic elements associated with plantation architecture.  
These houses tend to have an asymmetrical plan.  Façade and 
exterior wall treatment includes the use of single wall 
construction of vertical tongue and groove boards with an 
exterior girt or board-and-batten walls.  Lattice is often used as a 
vent covering.  Foundations often make use of lava rock.  Roof 
is typically a hipped  roof with overhanging eaves and exposed 
rafter ends.  It can be double-pitched.  Windows tend to be either 
double-hung or sliding wood sash. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Modified Plantation Style 

Two story residence with plantation style elements and double-
pitched hip roof. 
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DATA CATEGORIES  

 

Foundation: 

EARTH 
CONCRETE 
STONE:  

Granite 
 Sandstone 
 Limestone 
 Marble 
 Slate 
 Lava Rock 
 

Walls: 

WOOD 
 Weatherboard 
 Shingle 
 Log 
 Plywood 
 Shake 
 Canec 
 
BRICK 
STUCCO 
ADOBE 
 

FOR MATERIALS 

 

Roof: 

METAL 
 Iron 

Copper 
Bronze 
Tin 
Aluminum 
Steel 
Lead 
Nickel 
Cast iron 

ASPHALT 
ASBESTOS 
 

 

Other:  

ALL OF THE ABOVE 
CERAMIC TILE 
GLASS 
CLOTH/CANVAS 
SYTHETICS 
 Fiberglass 
 Vinyl 
 Rubber 
 Plastic 
TERRA COTTA 
OTHER 

Materials 

Enter terms from the list to the right titled “Data Categories for 
Materials.” This asks for information about the main exterior 
materials of your residence.  Enter both historic and nonhistoric 
materials.  For example, if the building has shingle walls, then enter 
“Wood.”  Enter only one material in each blank for  categories, 
“foundation, walls, roof.”  Under “other,” describe other parts of the 
exterior, such as the porch, chimney, and decorative elements.  If 
there is more than one material used for an area, such as walls with 
wood-framing on concrete, select the principal exterior material.  
Some materials commonly found in Hawaii’s historic homes include 
lava rock and canec, a wallboard made from bagasse, a sugar cane 
by-product.  These materials are accepted by the State Historic 
Places Review Board and the National Park Service. 
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Narrative Description  
The narrative description of the property describes its 
physical characteristics.  Do not enter the information 
here, but rather use one or more Continuation Sheets. 
The narrative should describe the setting, buildings and 
other major resources, such as outbuildings, and 
landscape features. The narrative should document the 
evolution of the property, describing major changes 
since its construction or period of significance.  
 
1. Begin with a summary paragraph, including location 
and setting, type, style, method of construction, size, 
and significant features. Describe the current condition 
of the property and whether it has historic integrity in 
terms of location, design, setting, materials, 
workmanship, feeling, and association. 
 
2. Then, continue the description by following the 
“Guidelines for Describing Properties,” shown on the 
following page.  Include specific facts, and, whenever 
possible, dates.  Describe the house from the 
foundation up and from exterior to the interior. 
Alterations and additions need to be described to 
clearly delineate between its current appearance and its 
original appearance.  Begin by describing the current 
appearance of a feature.  Then describe its original 
appearance and any changes, noting the dates these 
changes occurred.  Appendix B in the web version of 
this publication provides sample nominations with 
examples of narrative descriptions. 

Put the all the information in the following sections on 
National Register Continuation Sheets (NPS 10-900-a).  In 
the header at the top of each sheet, enter 1) the section and 
page number at the top of the form; 2) the name of the 
residence, county, and State to the right of the page number 
or at the upper left below the line,; and 3) a heading for each 
item with the corresponding information. 
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Describe the residence in a logical sequence, from the ground up, façade by façade, from the exterior 
to the interior.  Use simple words and refer to the illustrated glossary in Chapter 5 for correct terms.  
When you are delineating between original and current appearance, start with current appearance, 
then the original and any changes, noting when they occurred. 
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Applicable National Register Criteria 

Mark an X in one or more of these boxes to identify the criteria under which 
the property qualifies for listing.  A residence may be significant for more than 
one criterion, but each criterion must be supported in the narrative statement. 
This is explained further at the end of this section.  A nomination may elect to 
document just one criterion, even though the residence appears likely to meet 
additional criteria.  For more guidance on applying the criteria, refer to the 
National Register Bulletin, “How to Apply the National Register Criteria for 
Evaluation,” available at www.nps.gov/history/nr/publications/bulletins.htm.  
 
The Hawaii Register has two categories of criteria in addition to the National 
Register criteria: 

2) Environmental impact, ie.,whether the preservation of the building 
significantly enhances the environmental quality of the State; and 

3) The social, cultural, educational, and recreational value of the building 
when preserved, presented, or interpreted, contributes significantly to 
the understanding and enjoyment of the history and culture of Hawaii, 
the pacific area, or the nation. 

Criteria Considerations 

Mark an X in the box for any criteria consideration applying to the property.  
Mark all that apply.  Leave this section blank if no considerations apply. 

http://www.nps.gov/history/nr/publications/bulletins.htm
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Areas of Significance 

Select one or more areas of significance from the data 
categories list that qualifies the residence for listing.  
Enter one category or subcategory in each blank, placing 
the ones most important to the residence first.  Enter only 
areas that also have a criterion marked and are supported 
by the narrative statement.  For example, a residence may 
qualify under the category “Community Planning and 
Development” for a residential subdivision where this 
was part of a pattern for a community’s expansion.  It 

may qualify under the category “Architecture,” if it is 

significant for its design.  For a complete list of data 
categories, consult the National Register Bulletin, “How 
To Complete the National Register Registration Form,” 

pages 40-41, available at 
www.nps.gov/history/nr/publications/bulletins.htm. 

Period of Significance 

Enter the dates for one or more periods of time when the 
residence attained the significance qualifying it for listing.  
Some periods are as brief as a single year.  Many span 
years and consist of beginning and closing dates.  Combine 
overlapping periods and enter them as one longer period of 
significance.  Guidelines for selecting the period of 
significance are available on the next page. 

http://www.nps.gov/history/nr/publications/bulletins.htm
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Significant Dates 

Enter the year of any events, associations, 
construction, or alterations qualifying the 
residence for listing or adding to its 
significance.  Enter one date in each blank, 
placing those most important to the home first. 
A significant date is the year when one or more 
major events directly contributing to the 
significance occurred, such as the year of 
construction of an architecturally significant 
house, the opening of an important 
transportation route, or alteration of a home 
that contributed to its architectural importance, 
or the residency of an important person.  
Guidelines state that the residence must have 
historic integrity for all significant dates 
entered.  Do not enter dates of alterations if 
they did not contribute to the home’s 

significance.  

Significant Person 

If your residence is significant under Criterion B for its association with a 
significant person, then enter the full name of the person with whom the 
home is associated.  Enter last name, first.  Do not exceed 26 characters.  
Do not enter the name of a family, group or organization.  Enter the 
architect only if the property meets Criterion B for association with the 
life of that person, such as the architect’s home, studio, or office.  If the 

architect designed the home for someone else, then it is significant under 
Criterion C for architecture.  If Criterion B has not been marked, enter 
N/A.  For more information, see the National Register Bulletin series, 
“Guidelines for Evaluating and Documenting Properties Associated with 
Significant Persons,” which is available at 
www.nps.gov/history/nr/publications/bulletins.htm. 

http://www.nps.gov/history/nr/publications/bulletins.htm
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Enter N/A for Cultural Affiliation.  This is not a residential category 
and is applicable to properties eligible under Criterion D, which are 
typically archeological sites or districts. 

Architect/Builder 

Enter the full name of the architect/builder responsible for the design, 
last name first.  Do not exceed 36 characters.  Only enter the name of the 
architectural firm, if the names of the specific persons responsible for the 
design are NOT known.  If the home’s design is from the stock plans of a 

company, enter the name of the company.  Do not put the owner’s name, 

unless they are actually designed the home.  If the architect or builder is 
not known, enter “unknown.” 

Narrative Statement of Significance 

Use Continuation Sheets to write a statement of significance that explains how the residence meets the Hawaii Register 
criteria by which it is eligible.  The criteria are available at http://www.state.hi.us/dlnr/hpd/hpdar13_8_198.htm.  Draw on 
the facts about the history of the residence and the historic trends that are associated with it.  Make a case for both the 
historic significance and integrity of the home.  Explain the information entered earlier on the form under Criteria, 
Criteria Considerations, Significant Persons, Period of Significance, Significant Dates, and Areas of Significance.  The 
Statement of Significance should have a summary of the residence’s significance and several supporting paragraphs that 

discuss:  1)the history of the home, particularly as it represents important historic contexts and reflects significant events; 
and 2)the historic contexts, themes, patterns of development relating to the residence.  Include only information pertinent 
to the residence.  Avoid extensive land history that predates the construction of the house.  Do not forget the landscape 
features that were associated with the historic residence.  Include the specific roles of any important persons entered on 
the form.  Include the ways in which the house meets the specific criteria considerations.  Discuss the chronology and 
historic development of the residence, focusing on events, activities, associations, characteristics and other facts that 
relate to the home.  More information can be found in “How To Complete the National Register Registration Form,” 

pages 46-51, available at www.nps.gov/history/nr/publications/bulletins.htm.  Samples of significance statements from 
each of the islands are contained in Appendix B in the web version of this publication. 
 
 

http://www.state.hi.us/dlnr/hpd/hpdar13_8_198.htm
http://www.nps.gov/history/nr/publications/bulletins.htm
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Major Bibliographical References 

Use Continuation Sheets to cite books, articles, 
and other sources used in preparing the 
nomination form.  Do not include general 
reference books unless they have provided 
specific information about the residence or 
assisted in evaluating its significance.  
Carefully follow the “Guidelines for 
Bibliographical References” shown to the left.  
This can be found in “How To Complete the 
National Register Registration Form”, pages 
46-51, at 
www.nps.gov/history/nr/publications/bulletins.
htm. 

http://www.nps.gov/history/nr/publications/bulletins.htm
http://www.nps.gov/history/nr/publications/bulletins.htm
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Acreage of Property 

Enter the number of acres, recording 
fractions to the nearest tenth.  If the 
property is substantially smaller than one 
acre, “less than one acre,” may be entered. 

Enter the Universal Transverse Mercator 
(UTM) grid references to identify the 
exact location.  Use a United States 
Geological Survey (USGS) map and a 
UTM counter.  Refer to “Using the UTM 

Grid System to Record Historic Sites,” 
National Register Bulletin.  U.S. 
Department of the Interior, National Park 
Service.  Available at 
www.nps.gov/history/nr/publications/bullet
ins.htm.  For properties less than 10 acres, 
enter the UTM reference for the point 
corresponding to the center of the property. 

Verbal Boundary 

Description 

Describe the boundaries of 
the property.  You may 
use the legal parcel 
number associated with 
the residence.  For 
example, “The boundary 

of this property 
encompasses the entirety 
of TMK 2-5-011-008.” 
 

Boundary Justification 

Provide a brief explanation of the reasons for selecting the boundaries.  For 
example, “The boundary of this property is the historic boundary 

associated with TMK 2-5-011-008.” 

http://www.nps.gov/history/nr/publications/bulletins.htm
http://www.nps.gov/history/nr/publications/bulletins.htm
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This section identifies the person who prepared the nominations form and any affiliation this person may 
have, so that the State Historic Preservation Division or National Park Service has a contact if any 
questions arise. 
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Continuation Sheets  
Continuation Sheets must be used for Section 7 Description, Section 8 
Significance Statement, Section 9 Bibliographical References, and other 
additional information, if any.  Enter the following information: 

1. Section and Page number in the blanks at the top of the form. 
2. Name of the residence, county, and state to the right of the page 

number or upper left below the line. 
3. A heading for each item with the corresponding information. 

Order the pages in numerical sequence for each section, beginning each 
section with page 1.  For example, if Section 7 has 10 continuation sheets, 
they should be numbered “1” through “10.” 
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USGS Map 

Submit a United States Geological 
Survey (USGS) map clearly 
locating the residence within a city 
or other geographical area.  These 
can be purchased.  For example, 
Pacific Map Center at 560 North 
Nimitz, Suite 206A, Honolulu, HI. 
Tel (808) 545-3600. 
 
Sketch Map 

Submit at least one detailed map 
showing the location of the 
residence within the boundaries of 
the property.  The TMK map is a 
good place to start.  It should be 
drawn on archival quality paper that 
is, ideally, 8 ½ x 11 inches.  It does 
not have to be drawn to precise 
scale. Show the boundaries of the 
property, names of streets, address, 
a north arrow, approximate scale, 
buildings keyed to the photographs 
and sections 7 and 8, land uses and 
natural features such as trees, lakes, 
harbors, rivers, etc.  Also, put the 
number and vantage of each 
accompanying photo. 
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Digital Photography Specifications Checklist 
This is available at the State Historic Preservation 
Division office.  They require unmounted, high 
quality photos, printed on double or medium 
weight paper having a standard finish (matte, 
glossary, satin), labeled in pencil.  These may be 3” 

x 5” or larger, but 8” x 10” are preferred.  The 

State Historic Preservation Division will accept 
photos printed from digital format, in accordance 
with the National Register specifications, and both 
prints and electronic images on CD or DVD should 
be provided.  The images should be in a tiff file 
and have a pixel depth of 3000 x 2000.  300dpi is 
the minimum camera setting that should be used.  
Label the image with Resource name, County, 
State, Image Number.  For example: 
SmithHouse_JonesCounty_AL_0001.  The 
nomination must include a photo log with the rest 
of the information required: name of the 
photograph, date, description.  For more 
information, see the“Photograph Policy Update 

March 2005, National Register Bulletin.  U.S. 
Department of the Interior, National Park Service, 
at 
www.nps.gov/history/nr/publications/bulletins.htm, 
and “Photograph Policy Update March 2008,” 

National Register Bulletin.  U.S. Department of the 
Interior, National Park Service, at 
www.nps.gov/history/nr/publications/bulletins.htm. 
  

http://www.nps.gov/history/nr/publications/bulletins.htm
http://www.nps.gov/history/nr/publications/bulletins.htm
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PLANNING YOUR RESEARCH 

 

 In researching a historic residence, your goal is to find out what 
it was like originally.  You want to find out: 

 Who built the house and when? 
 What did the house originally look like—inside and out? 
 Who owned and lived in it? 
 What were the cultural forces at work when the house 

was built? 
 What changes have been made and when? 

 
 
 

DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING AND PERMITTING 

 
To begin your research, you will need the residence’s street 
address and Tax Map Key (TMK) number.  You can find a 
residence’s TMK number on the Real Property Tax Bill.  Use 
the TMK number to find the permit history for your residence.  
Building permit records help you find the dates of alterations 
made to the house, the type of alterations, the name of the 
owners, name of the architect and builder, cost, floor plans that 
show the location of major fixtures, and types of materials. 
 
In Honolulu, this information may be found on-line on the 
website for the Department of Planning and Permitting for the 
City & County of Honolulu (http://www.honoluludpp.org).  The 
Geographic Information System (GIS) option allows you to 
search either by address or TMK number.  The zoning 
information will tell you if the residence is already on the 
“historic site register.”  Building permits issued prior to January 
1972, however, are not available on-line.  Copies of the building 

permits may be obtained by visiting the Data Access and 
Imaging Branch on the first floor of the Honolulu Municipal 
Building at 650 South King Street, tel (808) 527-6743 or email 
info@honoluludpp.org. 
 
In the County of Kauai, you may be able to get information on 
your residence’s building permit history through the County’s 

official website at www.kauai.gov/planning or by calling the 
Planning Department at (808) 241-6677. 
 
In the County of Maui, you can go to the County’s website at 

www.co.maui.hi.us/ and go to on-line services to find permit 
history and property tax assessment information. 
 
The County of Hawaii has on-line information available at 
www.co.hawaii.hi.us for the Public Works Department, which 
oversees building permits, and the Tax Assessment Division. 
 
 
 
COUNTY REAL PROPERTY TAX ASSESSEMENT 

OFFICE 

 
A residence’s real property tax records help you establish the 
“chain of title” history that shows who owned the residence and 
when ownership transfers occurred.   On the summary tax sheet 
for the residence, each transfer of ownership is recorded.  On the 
same line as the transfer, there is a document number that will 
help you locate the deed book in which a copy of the deed is 
kept.  The next section will explain how to find the deed book at 
the State Bureau of Conveyances. 
 

http://www.honoluludpp.org/
mailto:info@honoluludpp.org
http://www.kauai.gov/planning
http://www.co.maui.hi.us/
http://www.co.hawaii.hi.us/
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In Honolulu, a residence’s tax records can be found at the City 
and County’s Tax Assessment Office.  This office houses the 
original field books containing residences’ tax history.  These 
original field books are no longer available, but they have been 
scanned and can be viewed by the public on-line at computer 
terminals in the computer room.  Property tax records for 
residences in Kauai, Maui, and Hawaii Island Counties can be 
researched using the county government links provided in the 
previous section, or by going to the county tax assessor’s office 

to request information.  Locations for the county tax assessment 
offices can be found at each of the county’s homepages by using 

the links provided above. 
 
While you are researching tax record information at the county 
tax office or on their website, request a copy of the tax map, 
which shows the boundaries of the property.  This map will 
provide a useful basis on which to draw the site map of your 
residence, which is a required part of the nomination.  For 
Hawaii Island County, residents can download TMK maps at 
http://co.hawaii.hi.us/maps/tmk/zone.htm.  For Maui County, 
maps can be found at 
http://webmail.co.maui.hi.us/com/webload/zone.htm.  In Kauai 
County, the Real Property Assessment Office will provide 
individual plat maps, which may be ordered directly from this 
office by placing an order.  Contact information can be found at 
www.kauai.gov/realproperty. 
 
 
 
STATE BUREAU OF CONVEYANCES 

 

A residence’s “chain of title” history shows each time it 

transferred ownership.  Each transfer of ownership has a deed 

book reference listed next to it, which allows you to locate the 
original deeds.  The deeds will verify the legal names of the 
owners who held title to the residence and the dates of their 
ownership.  A deed also can contain some information about the 
residence, particularly a legal description of the residence that 
will give you its boundaries.  Deed books can be found at the 
State’s Bureau of Conveyances, which is responsible for 
maintaining the State’s system for title to real property.  Hawaii 
is the only state in the nation with a single statewide recording 
office, according to the Bureau’s website.  Sometimes a deed 
will reference a plat book, which is a large scale map showing 
lots and buildings on each block.  These were generally available 
for large communities going back to the 19th century.  By 
comparing plat books from year to year, you can see how the 
neighborhood developed, when water and sewer lines appeared, 
etc.  The State Bureau of Conveyances, which is part of the Dept 
of Land and Natural Resources (DLNR), is located in Honolulu 
at 1151 Punchbowl Street, Room 121.  The phone number is 
(808) 587-0314 and website is http://hawaii.gov/dlnr/boc  
 
 
 
THE HAWAII STATE ARCHIVES 

 

Once you have assembled the residence’s “chain of title,” it is 

important to find out as much as possible about the person who 
built the house, the people who lived in the house, and the 
original appearance of the house.  The Hawaii State Archives 
has old photographs, aerial photographs, old city directories that 
list people’s names and occupations, maps, and other types of 

historical materials that may provide this type of information.  
Hawaii’s State Archives was established in 1905 and is 

responsible for collecting, appraising, preserving, and making 

http://co.hawaii.hi.us/maps/tmk/zone.htm
http://webmail.co.maui.hi.us/com/webload/zone.htm
http://www.kauai.gov/realproperty
http://hawaii.gov/dlnr/boc
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available to the public Hawaiian government records considered 
to be of enduring value.  The primary collections consist of 
government records from the monarchy to the current legislative 
session, private collections of individuals and organizations, 
historical photographs, maps, and library collections specializing 
in Hawaiian history, culture, and Pacific voyages.  An old city 
directory, for example, can provide names, addresses, and 
occupations for a town’s inhabitants in that year.  Another 

valuable resource, The Aerial Photograph Index, contains 
historic aerial photographs that give a bird’s eye view of past 
buildings and roads.  The Hawaii State Archives are located in 
the Kekauluohi Building on the Iolani Palace grounds.  The staff 
can be reached at tel. (808) 586-0330 or email 
archives@hawaii.gov.  The website is available at: 
http://www.state.hi.us/dags/archives/welcome.htm.  
 
 
 
HAWAII STATE LIBRARY 

 
Hawaii’s public libraries offer old newspaper and map 
collections, as well as reference materials, which can be used to 
better understand the social, economic, and political history of 
your neighborhood, as well as the individuals associated with an 
old building.  History books, such as, Edward Beechert’s 

Honolulu Crossroads of the Pacific (University of South 
Carolina Press, 1991), provide many details about Honolulu.  
Obituaries can give insight into people’s lives.  Map collections, 
such as the Sanborn Fire Insurance maps, the U.S. Geographical 
Survey (USGS) maps, and old city or county maps provide 
information about streets and buildings as they were in the past.  
There is detailed information about each of these map 
collections below. There are 51 branches that make up the 

Hawaii State Library system, and the locations for each island 
can be found on the website at: 
http://www.librarieshawaii.org/locations/index.htm.  
 
 

HAWAII-PACIFIC COLLECTION OF THE UNIVERSITY 

OF HAWAII 

 

Another library that offers an extensive collection of historical 
materials about Hawaii is The Hawaii-Pacific Collection housed 
in the Manoa Hamilton Library.  This collection includes 
journals and periodicals, as well as newspapers, videotapes, and 
special collections, such as, the Hawaii Sugar Planter’s 

Association archives with some of the plantation’s original 
house plans.  The Hawaii-Pacific Collection can be reached at 
(808) 956-8264 or email speccoll@hawaii.edu.  The website is 
http://libweb.hawaii.edu/libdept/pacific/. 
 

 

MUSEUMS AND OTHER COLLECTIONS 

 

You may find old photos and other historical materials at 
museums and local historical societies, such as the Bishop 
Museum, Mission Houses Museum Library, Hawaiian Historical 
Society, Lyman Museum, Kona Historical Society, Kauai 
Historical Society, Bailey House Museum, etc.  These 
collections may provide historical materials such as missionary 
letters, journals, Hawaiian church records, Hawaiian language 
materials, photographs and images of Hawaii and the Pacific that 
would be helpful.  Remember, however, historical materials that 
pre-date the construction of your house might not be directly 

mailto:archives@hawaii.gov
http://www.state.hi.us/dags/archives/welcome.htm
http://www.librarieshawaii.org/locations/index.htm
mailto:speccoll@hawaii.edu
http://libweb.hawaii.edu/libdept/pacific/
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relevant to its significance, but this information can give you a 
better understanding of the individuals who built and lived in the 
home.  
 

 

 

STATE HISTORIC PRESERVATION DIVISION 

 

The State Historic Preservation Division offers another 
opportunity for research.  It has many files, which may include 
previous survey forms that could provide information on a 
residence from previous inventory work dating back to the 
1970s. 
 
 
 
HOUSE PLANS AND OTHER PHYSICAL EVIDENCE 

 

In addition to written records, photographs, and maps, look for 
original house plans that may be stored in your residence.  The 
original plans and architectural drawings can provide 
indisputable evidence of the residence’s original plan, and 
possibly the name of the architect.  There is also important 
information that can be inferred from the old house itself.  
Inferences from architectural style are based on knowing that 
tastes in domestic architecture have gone through well-defined 
phases.  But you need to be cautious because styles were in 
fashion at different times in different parts of the country and 
homes rarely remain unaltered.  Also confusing is the tendency 
of many carpenter-builders (and architects) to combine in a 
single house the elements from several different styles that 
pleased them.  The key is to study each detail of the house: 
windows, doors, cornice, porches, chimneys, roofline, siding, 

ornament, interior woodwork, etc.  The styling and combinations 
of these many elements also give age clues that are fairly 
accurate.  In most cases, therefore, it is best to approach the style 
of a house as a combination of various elements, with particular 
focus on those that appear to best define the character of the 
house. 
 

SANBORN FIRE INSURANCE MAPS 

 
Many libraries and archival collections contain Sanborn Fire 
Insurance maps.  These maps provide historical information such 
as the layout of a neighborhood and footprint of a building.  This 
information can be used to confirm the original date of a 
building, reveal the nature of neighboring streets and houses, and 
distinguish alterations or changes that have been made to the 
materials and design of a house.  The Sanborn Map Company 
was founded in 1867 by D.A. Sanborn, who created hand-made 
and colored lithograph maps of over 12,000 cities and towns 
across the United States.  The maps are large-scale plans 
containing data that was used to assess the potential risk of fire 
for urban structures.  This includes information such as the 
outline of each building, the size, shape and construction 
materials, heights, and function of structures, location of 
windows and doors.  The maps also give street names, street and 
sidewalk widths, property boundaries, building use, and house 
and block numbers.  Seven or eight different editions can 
sometimes represent some areas.  These maps can be found in 
the Hawaii State Library map collection, the University of 
Hawaii map collection, and the Hawaii State Archives.  The 
original maps are usually not available, but can be viewed on 
micro-film. 
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U.S. GEOGRAPHICAL SURVEY (USGS) 

TOPOGRAPHICAL MAPS 

 

USGS topographical maps show the shape and elevation of the 
land and include both natural and manmade features, such as 
roads, boundaries, transmission lines, and major buildings.  
These maps are useful tools in understanding the pattern of 
development in your part of the islands.  Historic USGS 
topographic maps of various areas in Hawaii can be found in the 
Hawaii State Library’s Map Collection. 
 
 
ORAL HISTORY 

 

 Interview neighbors, previous owners, or relatives of these 
families.  Many of the historic homes in Hawaii were built 
during the first half of the twentieth century, so they are 
associated with people and communities which still are able to 
provide first-hand information.  Put together a list of names of 
people associated with the house, such as former neighbors, 
family friends, housekeepers, relatives, etc.  The telephone book 
or an internet search may give you information to help locate 
some of these people.  Some information they may be able to 
provide include colors of the house inside and out; type and 
placement of the furniture; uses of various rooms; and stories 
about its occupants.  One of the most important things you may 
find are old photos of the house. 
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FAÇADE AND EXTERIOR ELEMENTS 

 
Arch:  A construction that spans an opening, usually curved.  A segmental arch has a head in the shape of an arc of a circle. 

     
 
Balcony:  A projecting platform that is supported from below or cantilevered from the structure; usually enclosed with a railing or 
balustrade. 

     
 

Battered:  A surface that is inclined or tilted with respect to the vertical.  It can refer to a wall, foundation, pier, chimney, etc.  Battered 
architectural elements are often found in Craftsman style architecture. 
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False half-timbering:  A wall that appears to be half-timbered construction, but whose woodwork is merely decorative. 

     
 
Girt:  A board between corner posts that helps to hold together the walls of a timber-framed house. 

     
 

Lattice:  A structure formed by the crossing of laths, rods, bars, or thin strips of wood or metal, usually arranged in a diagonal pattern or a 
square pattern; often used as a screen, as ornamental grillwork, or as a barrier to prevent entry into an area intended to be private. 
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Open Work:  Any work, especially ornamental, that is characterized by perforations or openings, such as scrollwork.  Scrollwork may be 
cut on a scroll saw such as the decorative bargeboards on Carpenter Gothic houses, or it may be wrought-iron ornamental work in which 
scroll-like characters are an important element. 

     
 

Pier:  A column, masonry support, or other structural member used to sustain a concentrated load.  When the sides slope, it is battered.   

      
 

Pierced work:  Ornamentation that is characterized by patterns formed by perforations. 
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Pilaster:  A pier or pillar attached to a wall, often with a capital and base, which projects slightly from the wall. 

     
 

Porch:  An exterior structure that extends along the outside of a building; usually roofed and generally open-sided, but may also be 
screened, semi-enclosed, or glass-enclosed; it may be an addition to the main structure or may be set within the house structure, in which 
case it is called an inset or integral porch.  Also a veranda, galerie, or piazza. 

     
Above are examples of an outset, or projecting, porch which extends beyond the face of the house. 

     
These houses have an inset, or integral, porch which is set within the main structure of the house 
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Above are homes with a full-width porch which extends the full width of the house. 

 

         
These homes have a wraparound porch which is a full-width porch that continues around the sides of a house. 

 
Porte cochere:  A covered automobile entryway to provide shelter from weather for persons arriving or leaving a building by vehicle, or a 
covered automobile entryway leading to a courtyard. 
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Rail; Balustrade: A bar of wood, a panel, or other material connecting one post, pale, or baluster to another.  A balustrade is an entire 
railing system, as along the edge of a porch, balcony, or roof deck; includes a top rail, balusters, and often a bottom rail. 

     
 
Rubblework, rubble masonry:  Masonry built of rough stones of irregular shapes and sizes that are not laid in regular courses; used in the 
construction of walls, foundations, and paving. 

     
 
Wall Cladding Materials:  Walls may be clad with wood, brick or stone, or have a stucco finish.   

Horizontal Board Siding includes three types: bevel, drop, and flush. 

     
Bevel siding is constructed of horizontal boards that overlap such as lapped, clapboard, and rabbeted. 
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       Drop siding has a simple channel   
 

Vertical Board Siding:  The three types are lapped; channel, and flush. 

     
          Board-and-batten is lapped siding.       Vertical channel siding has a simple channel Tongue-and-groove (T & G) boards 
 
Shingle siding:  This type uses a thin piece of wood as an exterior covering. These are applied in overlapping rows, often in one of the 
following designs: staggered pattern, chisel pattern, coursed pattern, diamond pattern, fishscale pattern, or sawtooth pattern. 

     
Fishscale pattern    Coursed pattern    Staggered pattern  

Tongue-and-groove (T&G) boards 
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Stucco finish:  An exterior finish, usually textured, formed by mixing Portland cement, lime, sand, and water; often applied over wall 
constructions. 

     
 

Vents:  Openings that allow air to circulate through the various parts of a building, such as foundation and attic spaces. 

     
  Wood-slat foundation vent           Louvered gable vent    Screened eave vent 
 

   
        Lattice foundation vent   Wood slat attic vent 
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ROOF TREATMENTS 

 

Gable:  A vertical surface on a building usually adjoining a pitched roof, commonly at its end and triangular-shaped, although the specific 
shape of the vertical surface depends on the type of roof and parapet. 

     
  Front-gabled     Pair of front gables     Double gabled 
 

       
  Side-gabled        Low-pitched cross gabled      High-pitched cross gabled 
 

        
      Three intersecting gables       Curvilinear parapeted gable    Parapeted gable 
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A gable-on-hip roof has a gable that sits on a hipped roof.  If the gable is small, it may be called a gablet. 

 

     
   Double-pitched front gable        Double-pitched cross-gabled      Cross gable-on-hip 

 

Gambrel roof, Dutch gambrel roof:  This roof has two flat surfaces on each side of a central ridge; each surface is at a different pitch; the 
shorter upper ridge has a low pitch, and the longer, lower surface has a steep pitch.  It is common in Colonial Revival architecture.  It is 
sometimes called a Dutch or English gambrel roof. 
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Hipped roof, hip roof:  A roof comprising adjacent flat surfaces that slope upward from all sides of the perimeter of the building. 

     
            Simple hipped roof       Hip-on-hip              Pyramidal 

 

     
Cross-hipped           Double-pitched hipped             Double-pitched hipped 

 

     
           A combination gable roof and hipped roof can be called a Jerkinhead roof, a clipped gable, hipped gable, or hip-on-gable roof. 
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Flat Roof:  A horizontal roof having either no slope or a slope sufficient only to effect drainage; it may be surrounded by a parapet or it may 
extend beyond the exterior walls.      

     
 
Canopy Roof:  A roof, often over a balcony or porch, that is suggestive of the curvature of a suspended cloth canopy. 

 
 
Bargeboard or Fascia:  A board that hangs from the projecting edge of a sloping gable roof; sometimes carved and ornamented.  Highly 
decorated bargeboards are found, for example, in Tudor Revival houses.  Also called a gableboard or vergeboard. 
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Bracket:  Any support that helps support an overhanging member, such as a cornice, eaves, or shelf.  A decorative bracket may support a 
cornice or entablature over a door, mantel, or window.  The diagonal support placed across the angle between two members that are joined 
is called a knee brace and is a popular feature in Craftsman style architecture. 

     
 

Dormer: A structure projecting from a sloping roof, usually housing a vertical window or louvers. It is not part of the roof structure but is 
framed separately, and often provides daylight and ventilation for a bedroom located in a loft space. 

     
These dormers are shed dormers or shed-roof dormers, whose eave line is parallel to the eave line of the main roof. 

 

     
Above are gable dormers, also known as gabled dormer or triangular dormer, which have a triangular gable roof. 
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   An eyebrow dormer has no sides and roof is carried over in a wavy line.  An inset dormer is partially set below the sloping roof. 

 

     
A hipped dormer has a roof with flat surfaces that slope upward at the front of the dormer as well as on both sides. 

 
Eaves:  The part of the roof that projects beyond the exterior wall; usually the lower edge of a sloped roof. 

     
Bellcast eaves or flared eaves are the part of the roof that has a gradually diminishing slope and projects beyond the face of an 
exterior wall, flaring upward near its lower end.  Flemish in origin. 
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Closed or boxed eaves are enclosed by boards and/or molding so that the rafters are not visible. 

      
Open eaves are overhanging eaves in which the roof rafters are visible from below. 

 

Modillion: a horizontal bracket that supports a cornice on its underside; often has the shape of a scroll. If it is a plain slab, it is called a 
block modillion.  If it it under the eaves, it can be called an eaves bracket. 
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Parapet:  A low protective wall or similar barrier at the edge of a roof, balcony, terrace, or the like; often decorative. 

           
 
Pediment:  A gable above or over a door, window, or hood; usually has a horizontal cornice, crowned with slanting sides forming a triangle, 
but may be crowned with other configurations, such as curved or broken sides: angular pediment, broken pediment, broken-scroll pediment, 
center-gabled pediment, curved pediment, open pediment, pointed pediment, round pediment, scroll pediment, segmental pediment, split 
pediment, swan’s-neck pediment, triangular pediment. 

     
 
Pent roof:  A small false roof having a single slope, placed between the first and second floors of a house; may provide limited shelter for a 
window or door directly below but is usually merely decorative; frequently called a visor roof or skirt roof. 
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Roofing material:   This covers the roof, such as shingles, shake, slate, or tile.  Roofs may have wood or slate shingles that are sometimes 
cut into decorative shapes such as fishscale, diamond, hexagon, octagon, or plain. They can also be variegated. 
 

     
Mission tile, also called Spanish tile.       Slate fish-scale shingles    Wood shake 
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Bay window:  A window that protrudes outward from a wall. 

     
 
Pane, Light:  A flat sheet of glass, cut to fit part of a window or door; often of smaller size, the larger ones usually being called sheets. 
Once installed in a window sash, a pane is often referred to as a light. A window sash may be subdivided into a number of smaller lights, 
often for decorative purposes. In specifying the configuration of a double-hung window having divided lights, the number in the upper 
sash is specified first, followed by the word “over” and the number in the lower sash. For example, historic homes often have a “six-over-
three (6/3) pattern;” “nine-over-nine (9/9);” “twelve-over-twelve (12/12), “fifteen-over-one” pattern, and so on. 

     
  Fifteen-over-one   Seven geometric-shaped lights-over-one   Eight-over-eight 
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Ribbon window, or ribbon lights:  A ribbon window is a horizontal band of at least three windows, separated only by mullions, on the 
façade of a building.  It may be called a window band. 
 

   
Ribbon windows surround a center fixed light Geometric-shaped ribbon lights 
 
 

Sash windows:  Sash refers to the framework of a glazed window, which is either movable or fixed.  It may be built of a variety of 
materials including wood, aluminum, and vinyl. 
 

     
If sash windows slide in a vertical plane, they are double-hung windows and may be hung as a single, pair, or set of three. 
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A sash window that moves in a horizontal plane is a sliding sash window. 

 
 
 
 

     
If sash windows pivot about a vertical axis, they are casement windows. 
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If a sash window pivots about a horizontal axis, they are awning windows.   Fixed sash may hold glass jalousies 
 

 
 
 

   
Sash windows may be divided into three parts of varying heights 
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Shutter:  A moveable panel, usually one of a pair used to cover an opening, especially a window opening. Types include solid wood 
shutter, louvered shutter, battened shutter, boxing shutter, and folding shutter. 
 

   
 
 
 
Transom window:  A window that sits above the door.  If this window is semicircular or semi-elliptical with radiating rods or bars 
suggestive of an open fan, it is commonly known as a fanlight. 
 

     
Fanlight transoms          Ribbon-light transom 
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Battened door:  An early type of exterior door, constructed of vertical wood planks or boards held together by horizontal battens.  Doors 
of this type were usually carried on very long strap hinges fastened to the door frame. 
 

     
 

 
Glazed door:  A door set with a pane or panes of glass. 
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Paneled door:  A door with recessed panels; commonly referred to by the number of panels it contains, usually between one and eight; 
for example a “two-paneled door,” “three-paneled door,” “four-paneled door, or “six-paneled door.” 

 

 
 

 
 
Round-topped door:  A door that has a semicircular head. 
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Sidelight:  A framed area of fixed glass, usually comprising a number of small panes; commonly one of a pair of such lights, set 
vertically on each side of a door. 
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WHAT IS THE HAWAII REGISTER OF HISTORIC 

PLACES? 

 

The Hawaii State Register is the official list of districts, sites, 
structures, buildings, and objects that formally recognizes their 
significance in Hawaii’s history, architecture, archaeology, 

engineering and culture.  The Hawaii Register was established in 
1976 to help property owners, communities, and neighborhoods 
recognize their important historic properties and to preserve and 
enhance the State’s historic and cultural heritage.  It was not 
designed as a major regulatory program or as just an honor roll.  
Like the National Register, it was intended to be broad rather 
than exclusive, and it includes many different kinds of properties 
important to the people of Hawaii. 
 
 
HOW OLD DOES A HOUSE NEED TO BE?  

 

Hawaii law requires a residence to be historic before it can be 
entered into the Hawaii Register.  The law defines a “historic 
property” as “any building, structure, object, district, area, or 

site, including heiau and underwater site, which is over fifty 
years old.” One exception is a residence that has achieved 
significance within the last 50 years and is of exceptional 
importance.  More information regarding this is available from 
the NPS (www.nps.gov/nr/) in the National Register Bulletin, 
“How To Evaluate and Nominate Potential National Register 
Properties That Have Achieved Significance Within the Last 50 
Years.” 

HOW DO I CHECK TO SEE IF MY RESIDENCE IS 

LISTED IN THE HAWAII REGISTER?  

 Check the on-line register by islands.  If the residence you are 
researching is not on the Register, you may check with the State 
Historic Preservation Division for the latest submittals and 
additions to the Register. 

 

IF I LIST MY RESIDENCE IN THE HAWAII REGISTER, 

WILL I BE RESTRICTED FROM CHANGING OR 

SELLING IT? 

 

Listing in the Hawaii Register does not prohibit your right to 
paint, remodel, manage, sell, or even demolish your residence.  
You may alter your building at any time, but you need to allow 
the State Historic Preservation Division (SHPD) an opportunity 
to review your proposed construction, alteration, disposition, or 
improvement prior to commencing the work.  In Hawaii, the 
state reviews these types of permit applications for all homes 
fifty years and older, not just those listed on the Register.  If a 
home is listed and receiving property tax benefits, however, the 
SHPD review can be valuable to homeowners because, if they 
choose to alter a historic residence inappropriately, they run the 
risk that the residence could be removed from the Register.  If 
they have received County property tax exemptions, they could 
lose these tax benefits retroactively. 
 

http://www.nps.gov/nr/
http://www.state.hi.us/dlnr/hpd/hpregistr.htm
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IF MY HOME IS LISTED ON THE HAWAII REGISTER, 

IS IT ELIGIBLE FOR THE NATIONAL REGISTER? 

 

The Historic Places Review Board is directed by State 
preservation law, Chapter 6E, to enter historic properties into the 
Hawaii Register of Historic Places on the basis of their value to 
Hawaii’s heritage.  The National Register was established to 
expand Federal recognition to historic properties of local and 
State significance.  To qualify for the National Register, 
therefore, a residence needs only be of significance at the State 
or local level.  Entering a residence in the Hawaii Register 
supports its eligibility at the national level. 
 
 

WHAT KIND OF ALTERATION CAN BE DONE TO A 

HOME ON THE HAWAII REGISTER? 

The State Historic Preservation Division handles questions 
pertaining to alterations of a historic structure on a case-by-case 
basis. Usually, if the desired alterations will affect the public 
facing elevations (a scaled drawing of the side, front, or rear of a 
structure) it is unlikely for the plan to be approved as submitted. 
Guidelines for altering a structure's interior are usually more 
lenient for utility spaces like bathrooms, storage, laundry and 
kitchen, unless the interior relates to the overall historic quality 
of the structure. Any approved alterations will have to comply 
with the Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation. 
These guidelines can be found at www.nps.gov/history/hps/tps/.  

CAN A NEW OR BETTER MATERIAL REPLACE THE 

EXISTING MATERIAL ON MY HISTORIC 

RESIDENCE? 

The SHPD scrutinizes the replacement of structural elements 
with anything other than the original construction material on a 
case-by-case basis. If replacement of roofing material will 
negatively affect the character of the structure, i.e. replacing 
wood shake for glazed tile, SHPD's concurrence will not be 
given for the project. New, modern building materials may have 
different qualities which, in extreme cases, may damage existing 
material or cause bleeding of chemical agents into surrounding, 
pre-existing materials, causing accelerated deterioration. Be 
careful of mismatched materials which may have a detrimental 
effect on your historic residence. Check for compatibility when 
placing new building materials adjacent to the old structural 
material. Check with the Secretary of the Interior's Standards for 
Rehabilitation at. www.nps.gov/history/hps/tps/.  

 

http://www.nps.gov/history/hps/tps/
http://www.nps.gov/history/hps/tps/
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Louisa LaRoux Architecture 
Ms. Louisa Potgieter, AIA, Principal 
993 Wainiha Street 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96825 
Phone: (808) 277-0246 
Fax: (808) 396-0522 
Louisa@louisaleroux.com 
Geographic Area: Statewide 
Area of Expertise: Architecture 
 
Kauai Historical Society 
Ms. Mary Reguilman 
P.O. Box 1778 
Lihue, Hawaii 96766 
Phone: (808) 243-3373 
Fax: (808) 245-8693 
Email: info@kauaihistoricalsociety.org 
Geographic Area: Kauai 
Areas of Expertise: Archaeology, Architecture and History 
 
Environmental Planning Services 
Mr. Eugene Dashiell 
1314 South King Street #952 
Honolulu, HI 96814 
Phone: (808) 593-8330 
Fax: (808) 593-8330 
Email: dashiell.e@hawaiiantel.net 
Geographic Area: Statewide 
Areas of Expertise: Archaeology, Engineering and History 
 

Stone-Swanson Enterprises 
Ms. Deborah Stone-Swanson 
68-1904 Lina Poepoe Street 
Waikoloa, Hawaii 96738 
Phone: (808) 883-9262 
Fax: (808) 443-0409 
Email:stone-swanson@hawaii.rr.com 
Geographic Areas: Hawaii Island, Oahu 
Areas of Expertise: Landscape Architecture 
 
Stone-Swanson Enterprises 
Ms. Deborah Stone-Swanson 
94-132 Lumikula Street 
Waipahu, Hawaii 96797 
Phone: (808) 896-1220 
Fax: (808) 443-0409 
Email:stone-swanson@hawaii.rr.com 
Geographic Areas: Hawaii Island, Oahu 
Areas of Expertise: Landscape Architecture 
 
Chase Preservation Services 
Ms. Sheree Chase 
P.O. Box 1588 
Kealakekua, Hawaii 96750 
Phone: (808) 937-4549 
Email: shereechase@gmail.com 
Geographic Area: Statewide 
Areas of Expertise: Architecture and History 
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Canner Associates, LLC 
Mr. Gary Canner, AIA, CSI 
20A Puukani Place 
Kailua, Hawaii 96734 
Phone: (808) 271-2285 
Fax: (808) 261-6524 
Email: gcanner@hawaii.rr.com 
Geographic Area: Statewide 
Area of Expertise: Architecture 
 
Helber, Hastert & Fee, Planners 
Ms. Wendie McAllaster 
733 Bishop Street, Suite 2590 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813 
Phone: (808) 545-2055 
Fax: (808) 545-2050 
Email: hhf@hhf.com 
Geographic Area: Statewide 
Area of Expertise: Landscape Architecture 
 
Historic Preservation Research 
Ms. Joan Harper, Researcher 
3312 Paty Drive 
Honolulu, Hi 96822 
Phone: (808) 988-1802 
Fax: (808) 988-1802 
Email: harper@lava.net 
Geographic Area: Statewide 
Areas of Expertise: Architecture and History 
 

Mason Architects 
Mr. Glenn Mason, AIA, Principal 
119 Merchant Street, Suite 501 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813 
Phone: (808) 536-0556 
Fax: (808) 526-0577 
Email: info@masonarch.com 
Geographic Areas: Statewide, NW Hawaiian Islands, Pacific 
Islands, and Asia 
Areas of Expertise: Architecture and History 
 
Metzler Contracting Company 
Mr. John F. Metzler 
P.O. Box 617 
Kapaau, Hawaii 96755 
Phone: (808) 889-0581 
Fax: (808) 889-5567 
Email: mail@metxlercontracting.com 
Geographic Area: Hawaii Island 
Area of Expertise: Construction Development and Real Estate 
 
Loriann Gordon Landscape Architect, LLC 
Ms. Loriann Gordon 
56 Waianuenue Avenue, Suite 210 
Hilo, Hawaii 96720 
Phone: (808) 934-7363 
Fax: (808) 961-0501 
Email: lala@lava.net 
Geographic Area: Statewide 
Area of Expertise: Landscape Architecture 
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Paul M. Donoho, Architect, LLC 
Mr. Paul Donoho, President 
44-3161 Hookahua Road 
Honokaa, Hawaii 96727 
Phone (808) 775-0672 
Email: paul@donoho-llc.com 
Geographic Area: Hawaii Island 
Area of Expertise: Architecture 
 
Fung Associates, Inc. 
Ms. Tonia Moy 
1833 Kalakaua Avenue, Suite 1008 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96815 
Phone: (808) 941-3000 
Fax: (808) 941-0900 
Email: tonia@funghawaii.com 
Geographic Area: Statewide, California, China 
Area of Expertise: Architecture and History 
 
Klimt Architecture 
Mr. Kurt Klimt, AIA, Architect, USGBC, LEED Accredited 
Professional 
P.O. Box 1642 
Kamuela, Hawaii 96743 
Phone: (808) 885-6070 
Email: kurt@klimtarc.com 
Geographic Area: Statewide 
Areas of Expertise: Architecture, Engineering, and Landscape 
Architecture 

 
Benjamin T. Torigoe, AIA, Architects/ Planners, Ltd. 
Mr. Benjamin T. Torigoe, AIA, President/ Principal 
Architect, Planner, Consultant 
1750 Kalakaua Avenue 
Century Center 40th Floor 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96826 
Phone: (808) 949-8383 
Fax: (808) 941-1488 
Email: jeremh333@aol.com 
Geographic Area: Statewide 
Area of Expertise: Architecture 
 
Cultural Surveys Hawaii 
Dr. Hallett Hammatt, President 
P.O. Box 1115 
Kailua, Hawaii 96734 
Phone: (808) 262-9972 
Fax: (808) 262-4950 
Email: hhammatt@culturalsurveys.com 
Geographic Area: Statewide 
Areas of Expertise: Archaeology and History 
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1. Name of Property

historic name:  Liljestrand House                         
other names/site number: 3300 Tantalus Dr., Honolulu, Hawaii 96822

2. Location 

street & number:  3300 Tantalus Dr.                             not for publication ___ 
city or town:  Honolulu                                           vicinity ___ 
state:  Hawaii               code: HI  county:  Honolulu  code ____ 
zip code: 96822

3. State/Federal Agency Certification 

As the designated authority under the National Historic Preservation Act of 1986, as amended, I hereby 
certify that this ____ nomination ____ request for determination of eligibility meets the documentation 
standards for registering properties in the National Register of Historic Places and meets the procedural 
and professional requirements set forth in 36 CFR Part 60.  In my opinion, the property ____ meets ____ 
does not meet the National Register Criteria. I recommend that this  property be considered significant 
___ nationally ___ statewide ___ locally.  ( ___ See continuation sheet for additional comments.) 
______________________________________________ _______________________ 
Signature of certifying official                    Date 
________________________________________________________________________ 
State or Federal agency and bureau

In my opinion, the property ____ meets ____ does not meet the National Register criteria. 
(___ See continuation sheet for additional comments.) 
________________________________________________ _______________________ 
Signature of commenting or other official        Date 
________________________________________________________________________ 
State or Federal agency and bureau 

4. National Park Service Certification 

I, hereby certify that this property is: 
____ entered in the National Register   ________________________________ See continuation sheet. 

____ determined eligible for the        __________________________________ See continuation sheet. 
         National Register 

NPS Form 10-900                                        OMB No. 1024-0018 
(Rev. 10-90) 
United States Department of the Interior 
National Park Service 
NATIONAL REGISTER OF HISTORIC PLACES 
REGISTRATION FORM 
This form is for use in nominating or requesting determinations for individual properties and districts.  See 
instructions in How to Complete the National Register of Historic Places Registration Form (National 
Register Bulletin 16A).  Complete each item by marking "x" in the appropriate box or by entering the 
information requested.  If any item does not apply to the property being documented, enter "N/A" for "not 
applicable."  For functions, architectural classification, materials, and areas of significance, enter only 
categories and subcategories from the instructions.  Place additional entries and narrative items on 
continuation sheets (NPS Form 10-900a



____ determined not eligible for the    __________________________________ 
         National Register 
____ removed from the National Register __________________________________ 
____ other (explain): _________________ 
_________________________________  __________________________________ 
Signature of Keeper       Date of Action 

5. Classification 

Ownership of Property (Check as many boxes as apply) 
                X  private 
              ___ public-local 
              ___ public-State 
              ___ public-Federal 

Category of Property (Check only one box) 
                X    building(s) 
              ___ district 
              ___ site 
              ___ structure 
              ___ object 

Number of Resources within Property 
        Contributing   Noncontributing 
      1                       buildings 
       _____        _____ sites 
       _____        _____ structures 
          _____        _____ objects 
            1                       Total 

Number of contributing resources previously listed in the National Register _____ 
Name of related multiple property listing (Enter "N/A" if property is not part of a multiple property listing.)

6. Function or Use 

Historic Functions (Enter categories from instructions) 
Cat:  Domestic                                             Sub: single dwelling                        
       ____________________________          ________________________ 

Current Functions (Enter categories from instructions) 
Cat:  Domestic                                             Sub: single dwelling                        
       ____________________________         ________________________ 
       

7. Description 

Architectural Classification (Enter categories from instructions) 
     Pacific Modern

USDI/NPS NRHP Registration Form           Page 2
3300 Tantalus Dr.
Honolulu, HI 

                                        



Materials (Enter categories from instructions) 
       foundation:  lava rock/concrete block footings
       roof:  composition shingle
       walls:  4” wood siding
    
Narrative Description (Describe the historic and current condition of the property on one or more 
continuation sheets.)

8. Statement of Significance 

Applicable National Register Criteria (Mark "x" in one or more boxes for the criteria qualifying the property 
for National Register listing) 
____ A   Property is associated with events that have made a significant 
              contribution to the broad patterns of our history. 
____ B   Property is associated with the lives of persons significant in our past. 
   X   C   Property embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction or 
 represents the work of a master, or  possesses high artistic values, or represents a significant 
 and distinguishable entity whose components lack individual distinction. 
____ D   Property has yielded, or is likely to yield information important in prehistory or history. 

Criteria Considerations (Mark "X" in all the boxes that apply.) 
____ A    owned by a religious institution or used for religious purposes. 
         B    removed from its original location. 
____ C    a birthplace or a grave. 
____ D    a cemetery. 
____ E    a reconstructed building, object, or structure. 
____ F    a commemorative property. 
____ G    less than 50 years of age or achieved significance within the past 50 years. 

Areas of Significance (Enter categories from instructions):                          
Architecture/Regionalism                   
______________________________ 

Period of Significance: 
1952 - 1957                                                      
______________________________ 
______________________________ 

Significant Dates:
1952        
1957                

Significant Person (Complete if Criterion B is marked above) 
_______________________________ 
Cultural Affiliation 
________________________________ 

Architect/Builder:  Vladimir Ossipoff    

USDI/NPS NRHP Registration Form           Page 3
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Narrative Statement of Significance (Explain the significance of the property on one or more continuation 
sheets.) 

9. Major Bibliographical References 

(Cite the books, articles, and other sources used in preparing this form on one or more continuation 
sheets.) 

Previous documentation on file (NPS) 

___ preliminary determination of individual listing (36 CFR 67) has been requested. 
___ previously listed in the National Register 
___ previously determined eligible by the National Register 
___ designated a National Historic Landmark 
___ recorded by Historic American Buildings Survey   # __________ 
___ recorded by Historic American Engineering Record # __________ 
Primary Location of Additional Data 
  X  State Historic Preservation Office 
  X  Other State agency 
___ Federal agency 
___ Local government 
  X  University 
       Other 
Name of repository:

10. Geographical Data 

Acreage of Property:  .959 acres  

UTM References (Place additional UTM references on a continuation sheet) 
             Zone     Easting     Northing        Zone Easting Northing 
              1  __  ______  _______         3  __  ______  _______ 
              2  __  ______     _______      4  __  ______  _______ 
                 ___ See continuation sheet. 

Verbal Boundary Description:

The boundary of this property encompasses the entirety of TMK 2-5-011-008.
 
Boundary Justification:

The boundary of this property is the historic boundary associated with TMK 2-5-011-008.

USDI/NPS NRHP Registration Form           Page 4
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11. Form Prepared By 

name/title:  Jessica Way   
organization:  University of Hawaii, Historic Preservation Department     date:  May 9, 2007 
street & number: Department of American Studies, 334 Moore   telephone:  (808) 956-8574 
city or town:  Honolulu              state:  HI          zip code:  96822

Additional Documentation 

Submit the following items with the completed form: 
Continuation Sheets 
Maps 
     A USGS map (7.5 or 15 minute series) indicating the property's location. 
     A sketch map for historic districts and properties having large acreage or numerous resources. 
Photographs 
     Representative black and white photographs of the property. 
Additional items (Check with the SHPO or FPO for any additional items) 

Property Owner 

(Complete this item at the request of the SHPO or FPO.) 
name ____________________________________________________________ 
street & number___________________________________ telephone_________________ 
city or town____________________________________ state_____ zip code __________ 

Paperwork Reduction Act Statement:  This information is being collected for applications to the National 
Register of Historic Places to nominate properties for listing or determine eligibility for listing, to list 
properties, and to amend existing listings. Response to this request is required to obtain a benefit in 
accordance with the National Historic Preservation Act, as amended (16 U.S.C. 470 et seq.). 
Estimated Burden Statement:  Public reporting burden for this form is estimated to average 18.1 hours 
per response including the time for reviewing instructions, gathering and maintaining data, and 
completing and reviewing the form. Direct comments regarding this burden estimate or any aspect of this 
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The Liljestrand house at 3300 Tantalus Drive is a single family home, built in 1952. It is one of 
the masterworks of architect Vladimir Ossipoff, who worked in Hawaii from 1930 until his 
death in 1998.  
 
The house was designed by Ossipoff in consultation with owners Betty and Howard Liljestrand, 
who had definite ideas for the necessary features in their home. Ossipoff’s design took all these 
elements into consideration, in addition to incorporating as many modern conveniences as 
possible.1 
 
The house has an irregular H-shaped floor plan, with one wing set at a 45 degree angle, instead 
of perpendicular to the middle wing. The foundation is of reinforced concrete blocks. The house 
is constructed of redwood which throughout has been managed with a variety of treatments to 
fit the feeling and flow of the floor plan. The sheet metal roof is cross gabled. It was originally 
an aluminum roof, but was replaced a few years ago with steel.  
 
The house is set far off the street, down a private road with a security gate. The road services 
two residences, and divides after 50 yards or so, with the left driveway leading to the 
Liljestrand property and the right driveway leading to 3302 Tantalus Drive. The driveway leads 
through the lower Tantalus rain forest, with mango trees reaching up overhead and 
philodendron varieties climbing them and low shrubs along the driveway. Daylilies line part of 
the drive towards the house. The portion of the driveway that services both residences is paved; 
after the driveways split, the Liljestrands’ driveway is paved only in two thin strips, reducing 
the impact of the road on the rain forest. Historically, this driveway section was paved with the 
metal mesh from airport landing mats, allowing the grass to grow up through it.2 This 
treatment was even less visually jarring, as the metal mesh wasn’t readily apparent. As the 
metal aged, the decision was made to pave with asphalt.  
 
The driveway terminates in a circular paved section that runs under a port-cochere, leading to 
the front entrance. At the interior of the circular drive is a small central area of grass, and the 
grass lawn surrounds the drive and extends up to the plantings around the house foundation. 
 
The port-cochere is the main structural element that is seen from the driveway. It projects from 
the low slung house, making the house recede further into the landscape. It is composed of 
heavy wooden fir posts that support a front gabled roof clad in corrugated metal. The vertical 

                                                           
1 Trudy Couillard, Personal interview, 18 Mar. 2007, 12 Apr. 2007. 

2 “House Beautiful’s 1958 Honolulu Pace Setter House” House Beautiful Magazine July 1958: 49. 
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posts are braced by crossed members of the same thickness. These wood posts were originally 
harbor pilings that a friend donated to the Liljestrands.3 
 
The front facade of the house appears unassuming. The low horizontal shape set into the 
landscape and weathered redwood siding offer a low key introduction. It is not until one enters 
the house and moves into the living space that the drama of the house is revealed. 
 
The front entrance lies through the port-cochere. An L-shaped covered walkway leads to the 
front door, which is set at the corner where the public and private wings of the house meet. The 
walkway is paved in stained concrete, a treatment that is used in many other areas of the house. 
A small bed of polished stones runs beside the walkway. The different levels of plantings next 
to the door give a tropical ambience with the use of tall tree ferns, skinny mid-level mother-in-
law’s tongue, and a low ground cover of philodendrons.  
 
Echoing the front gabled port-cochere, the cross gabled roofline sets the different wings of the 
house apart, while the repetition of the gable serves to tie the structure together. Common 
details of the roof include bargeboards, fascia, and exposed rafters.  
 
The gable on the Diamond Head (East) side of the structure is parallel to the port-cochere and 
encloses the public wing of the house. This wing is set behind a six foot fence for privacy. The 
fence is constructed of the same redwood as the house siding, enhancing the continuity of the 
form.  
 
There is a secondary entrance into the kitchen in this facade, the single door has one large pane 
of glass. The door sits at ground level and the area is paved with concrete. There are two 
awning windows to the right of the door. An exterior sink sits below these windows. 
 
On the Ewa (West) side of the house, the wing sits at an angle, the gable aimed away from the 
driveway. This wing encloses the master suite; the angle, originally designed around existing 
trees on the property, offers a further degree of privacy. There are large single-pane widows in 
this wall that slide open. 
 
The middle wing facing the driveway is set with large plate glass windows. Screened soffit 
vents run along the length of the windows under the roof. There are various low shrubs that 
run along the side of this wing. The area below the roofline is set with irregularly shaped 
sandstone pavers. 
 

                                                           
3 Trudy Couillard, “Alakukui” (Unpublished manuscript) 3. 
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A path of concrete blocks leads around from the front into the grove of Eucalyptus trees at the 
Ewa facade of the house. Here the natural gradient of the site is apparent; a lower story of white 
painted concrete blocks is set into the hillside, with the redwood siding above. The lower story 
has a wood door leading to a meter room, with a window and louvered vent next to it. Further 
down the facade there is a set of two single pane windows and one louvered vent with the 
original screening. The upper story contains a row of ribbon windows. There is a shed roof 
overhanging this facade, with a gable above it.  
 
The makai (or ocean facing) facade has a soaring dramatic tension. At ground level the white 
painted concrete block wall continues, and turns an obtuse angle where it stops after joining the 
long wing. Here the house opens up into a pavilion area with a color stained concrete floor that 
extends to the sandstone pavers that edge the lawn. This space is supported by metal posts 
along the open side, and the concrete block wall continues along the back, separated by built-in 
seating alcoves. A lanai with a railing leaning slightly outwards runs the length of the upper 
story. The railing is supported by slender balusters close set together and capped by a flat 1 x 6 
board railing. The roof supports are square 4 x 4 posts set into the railing. On the Ewa side of 
the lanai (porch or balcony), there are three full length windows that slide away to open the 
master suite onto the lanai. The rest of the rooms opening onto the lanai have double sliding 
doors.  
 
The rear of the public wing extends out from this facade, the ground level is wrapped on three 
sides by single pane glass doors that slide away to open the room to the garden. Above this are 
more sliding glass doors that open up the living room, with a single round bar acting as a 
railing. Another lanai extends to a peak from this corner, the steel beam that the redwood 
flooring rests on is supported by a V shaped 4 inch diameter steel pipe set into a reinforced 
concrete pier.4  This lanai has a bench that runs the length of the railing.  
 
The lanai continues around the Diamond Head (East) facade of the house. This facade again 
uses floor to ceiling windows in sets of three, first under the peaked gable of the living room, 
then under the slope of the rest of the public wing. The living room windows have vents 
underneath covered with screen, and there are round soffit vents up in the eaves. On the 
ground level, the house here becomes set back into the hillside. A tiled patio extends out from 
the kitchen door above a studio apartment. The apartment is set into the natural gradient of the 
slope and landscaped in such a way as it is almost invisible from the lawn, and totally invisible 
from the pool area.  
 

                                                           
4 “House Beautiful” 81 
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There are two exterior entrances in this facade, a single pane door set into an alcove that leads 
to the dining room, and a wood and single pane door that leads to the kitchen. The kitchen wall 
has a row of ribbon windows.  
 
Ossipoff designed the house to showcase the view from the ridge. The house was situated on 
the ridge to extend the view from Diamond Head in one direction to the airport in the other. 
The natural beauty around the house was an important element incorporated into the design. 
The use of floor to ceiling windows and walls that slide away, entirely open the house to the 
outside world. The long driveway and forested area provide privacy.  
 
The house utilizes a separation of public and private areas. These areas separate from the entry 
area at the front door. The Diamond Head wing of the house contains all the public rooms: 
living room, dining room, kitchen, and playroom. The middle wing contain the library and 
children’s rooms, while the Ewa wing, farthest away from the front door and public rooms, 
contains the master suite.  
 
The front door opens into an enclosed area with a low ceiling. A wall with a painting is visible 
from the exterior, but there is no sense of the interior space until the building has been fully 
entered. Once inside, the space to the left dramatically opens up into the living room, the full 
length windows showcasing the view of the city straight ahead, and Diamond Head to the left. 
The floor is carpeted, the walls are of redwood treated to a subdued beige finish. The ceiling 
soars to a peak overhead, the wood rafters exposed. A fireplace set into the exterior corner of 
the room is surrounded with sandstone dredged from Yokohama Bay.5  
 
The furniture in this room is all original, much of it designed by Ossipoff. The lucite coffee table 
was drawn by Ossipoff into a free-form kidney shape, echoing the shape of the swimming pool 
that can be seen through the windows. Ossipoff told Dr. Liljestrand to go out into the woods 
and pick a guava branch that had three points up and three points down. Afterwards, Ossipoff 
lay the branch down on a sheet of butcher paper and drew the form for the lucite. He chose 
lucite for the table because it didn’t have the green edge that glass did.6  
 
Turning away from the wall of windows, the space recedes into the dining room. The dining 
room is only separated from the living room by a low redwood divider and a set of monkeypod 
stairs down to the lower floor, but the feel of the room is much more intimate. If the living room 
is a grand showcase for the view, the dining room is a cozy space for conversation. The ceiling 

                                                           
5 Bob Liljestrand, Personal interview, 18 Mar. 2007 and 12 Apr. 2007. 

6 B. Liljestrand 
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is low and flat; airplane reading lights have been set into the ceiling to create soft spotlights for 
mood lighting. This ceiling, and all others on this floor have the original canec paneling. A 
Japanese screen hangs on the wall behind the dining room table, this screen was suggested by 
the architect as a focal point for the room.7 The screen catches the setting sun and glows with a 
fiery brilliance in the early evenings. The dining room continues the use of floor to ceiling 
windows from the living room and there is a door set into a corner by the kitchen that exits onto 
the wrap around lanai.  
 
A swinging door leads from the dining room into the kitchen. The kitchen is a large open 
square, set with various work areas, enabling the use of the space for many concurrent 
activities. All appliances with the exception of the refrigerator and the microwave are original to 
the house. The stainless steel stove is a free-standing block that dominates the central area. A 
bar with a monkeypod counter-top sits in a corner of the kitchen near the dining room. At the 
back of the kitchen a monkey pod drop-leaf table, a low desk, and work station island highlight 
the kitchen’s multi-functionality. A washer and drier stand against the back wall, and a built in 
ironing board drops out of a closet across from them. A built in cabinet once housed a sewing 
machine and a hamper, completing the laundry corner.  
 
There is a large walk in pantry off of the kitchen. The floor to ceiling shelving could, and did, 
hold supplies to last over six months. The Liljestrands lived through the shipping strike of 1936-
1937, and were determined to be self-sufficient if another should occur. Mrs. Liljestrand was 
meticulous for details, and organized her pantry and supplies as if it were a store.8  
 
The private areas of the house are to the right of the main entrance. A single wood door can 
close these wings off from the rest of the house. Through this door, the main hallway runs along 
the front side of the library and children’s rooms. The hallway is a beige finished redwood with 
hidden storage cupboards along its length. The opposite wall is lined with full length windows, 
with screened soffit vents along the top that can be closed if necessary. This wall of the house 
faces the windward side of the mountain, and the cool trade winds run over the top of the 
mountain and through these vents to circulate through the house and exit through the rear 
sliding doors.  
 
The first room off this corridor, the library, has sliding pocket doors, reminiscent of Japanese 
screens. Bookshelves are built into one side and the opposite side has a door leading to a small 

                                                           
7 “House Beautiful” 55 

8 B. Liljestrand 
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bathroom with a half-sized bathtub. Sliding glass doors open onto the lanai that runs behind all 
the bedrooms.  
 
This room was originally a bedroom for Dr. Liljestrand’s mother, who lived with the family 
until her death around 1956, only a few years after the house was built. In its earlier guise, the 
room was walled in, with a traditional door opening off of the hallway to afford additional 
privacy. After her death, Ossipoff was called to redesign the room, at which point it became the 
library that is still evident today. There are no surviving pictures of this room before it became 
the library.9 
 
The two children’s rooms are further down the hall towards the master suite. These rooms are 
separated by a full bathroom. Ossipoff designed these rooms as mirror images of each other, 
with built-in desks, shelves, and bunk beds. The built-in features and symmetry were supposed 
to reinforce equality between the children, however the youngest daughter, Wendy, says that 
she hated the rooms because she could never move her furniture around. One room was meant 
for the two boys, one for the girls. As the children grew older, they soon outgrew the space, and 
the two boys moved to a basement room below the master suite.10  
 
These rooms have seen some minor changes. After the children had mostly moved out of the 
house, Mrs. Liljestrand had Ossipoff redesign one bedroom for her personal use as a study. He 
lengthened the upper bunk to create a wide desk across the wall covering the length of the 
room. After Mrs. Liljestrand’s death in 1991, Dr. Liljestrand’s second wife was allowed to 
redecorate this room, in part to stave off her desire to redecorate the entire house. Her attempt 
at interior design has since been remedied, and the room retains its historic finish and shelving, 
although no other built in features remain.11 
 
The master suite takes its place at the end of the corridor, in its own wing. The doorway opens 
into the large rectangular room, the view in this room is again apparent only once it has been 
entered. Here the light grey of the Eucalyptus trees resonates with the bleached and stained 
redwood. The ribbon windows draw the trees into the room, while the finished woodwork 
harmonizes with their tones.  
 
This room is set at an angle to the rest of the house, inside the bedroom, the bed itself is placed 
at an angle to the exterior wall, positioned with a built-in headboard of monkeypod. The 
                                                           
9 B. Liljestrand 

10 B. Liljestrand 

11 B. Liljestrand 
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custom headboard and attached desk and drawers tie this room to the rest of the house with the 
use of the monkeypod, while the angle of the bed and the opposite built in daybed are parallel 
with the horizontal lines of the corridor.  
 
Like the kitchen, here is another room where Ossipoff created a wealth of built-in features to 
enhance the quality of life. There are a multitude of cabinets and closets for clothes storage. The 
closets are huge and hidden in the walls, and an ironing board folds down from one.  
 
The master bathroom extends from the end of the bedroom. The redwood walls here again 
mimic the Eucalyptus trees visible through the large window and the long glass mirror above 
the vanity reflects the trees onto another wall. The tub is oversized, and the shower has a high 
threshold to prevent flooding. A custom heater was required by Mrs. Liljestrand to keep the 
bathroom warm.12  
 
A small office for Dr. Liljestrand is placed off the master bedroom. This room just fits an easy 
chair, and has many built in shelves of monkeypod to place necessary items at arms reach.13 The 
floor is wood, and the walls are stained redwood. A row of built in cupboards runs around the 
room just below the ceiling for storage.  
 
The lower level of the house can be reached by two staircases, an informal one with cork treads 
from the family wing, and a more formal staircase with hanging monkeypod risers from slim 
metal rods that leads down from the living room. The living room stairway was slightly 
modified by Ossipoff shortly before his death, at the request of Dr. Liljestrand, who wanted a 
railing to get down the stairs as he aged. Dr. Liljestrand didn’t want a railing that would 
obscure the stairs, so Ossipoff designed a simple stair step of horizontal bars, set into the wall 
that could be held onto.14  
 
The central element in the playroom at the bottom of the stairs is the pool table set on the 
diagonal, with the hanging lamp illuminating its center. The diagonal of the pool table reflects 
the diagonal of the far wing of the house. The rear wall is of white painted concrete blocks, 
while the remaining three walls are of sliding glass doors that open this room to the garden and 
to the open pavilion area. The carpet is a different pattern from the historical one, and a section 
at the rear has been carpeted that was historically stained concrete.  
 
                                                           
12 B. Liljestrand 

13 “House Beautiful” 64 

14 B. Liljestrand 
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There is a fireplace in the exterior corner of the room, directly below the upstairs fireplace. 
Ossipoff had the idea of a Japanese style hibachi in this open fireplace. However the chimney 
never drew well, and the family stopped using it: a TV is placed in the fireplace today.15  
 
This room has a screen that lowers from the ceiling, and a hole in the back wall for a movie 
projector. Dr. Liljestrand was an amateur movie maker, and the basement room behind the 
playroom was used as a darkroom.16 Today this windowless concrete walled room is used for 
storage. The ceiling beams are exposed, and the floor is of stained concrete. Another concrete 
walled room on an exterior wall that opened into the playroom was the maid’s room. This room 
is unchanged from its historical appearance, and is today used as an office space.  
 
The open pavilion area is the central space of the ground floor. This space brings the outdoors 
into the living space of the house in the truest sense; the front of the room is totally open. In 
keeping with its function, Ossipoff’s design for this room is fun and playful with the different 
colored built-in alcoves set at differing heights, and the mulit-colored ceiling beams, yet easy to 
maintain with its stained concrete flooring.  
 
The use of color in this space brightens the whole of the rear facade, and the openness of this 
room makes the house seem to float upwards from the ground.17 The structural use of concrete 
blocks as a foundation material is lightened by the white paint, while the more delicate wood 
structure floats above with its deeper redwood finish. The strong horizontal of the roof and the 
floor of the lanai divide the house into two long layers, briefly interspersed by the softer vertical 
elements of the ceiling supports, glass doors, and the alcove divisions.  
 
On the ground level, the diagonal wing has a large guest room and a storage room. The guest 
room is set into the concrete block foundation, with ribbon windows and wooden louvered 
screened vents. This room was expanded in the late 1950’s, and a bathroom added. The 
bathroom’s fixtures are similar to those in the master bathroom, even if it is of slightly later 
date.  
 
The biggest change to the house was the addition of an attached studio apartment. On the 
Diamond Head facade, an apartment was added underneath the kitchen patio in 1973 to 
provide housing for a couple to take care of the house and grounds for the family.  
 
                                                           
15 B. Liljestrand 
16 “House Beautiful” 48 

17 Diane Dericks, A Study of Characteristics Underlying the Form of an Ossipoff House (Unpublished 
 Thesis: University of Hawaii, 1982) 18 
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The Liljestrands had Ossipoff design a free-standing cottage in 1971 that would have been set 
into the slope to the side of the house, resulting in minimal changes in landscaping and the least 
amount of visual notice. The Liljestrands took this blueprint to the Department of Land and 
Natural Resources to get a permit, and were told that they could not build a second free-
standing structure on their land, due to the conservation zoning of their property.18 Ossipoff 
was against a unit attached to the house itself, as it would change the feeling of the house. He 
was adamant that there should be no sharp edges or straight lines marring the view in front of 
Diamond Head. The Liljestrands decided that they truly needed the apartment, even without 
Ossipoff’s blessing, and Ossipoff had one of his associates, Alan Rowland, design the unit. This 
is the only change to the house that wasn’t done expressly by Ossipoff himself, and even on this 
project, Ossipoff okayed Rowland’s design before it was built.19 
 
This apartment was built below the kitchen patio, which historically was paved with sandstone 
pavers from the hills above Kahuku.20 Ossipoff’s plan landscaped a gentle slope of the land 
down to the swimming pool. The pavers were of irregular rounded shapes, set into the grass. 
Ossipoff designed a rustic wooden table and stools for this patio.21 The addition required the 
excavation of this slope. The pavers were removed and placed around the foundation of the 
house.22 The patio was repaved with square tiles, and features a straight edge, which is the front 
entrance to the apartment.  
 
The apartment is a simple square studio, built of concrete blocks attached to the foundation of 
the house. The front has large windows and sliding glass doors. A tile patio similar to the 
kitchen patio above paves the area in front of the doors.   
 
The house is set into a large opening in the canopy of the rain forest. There is a moderate 
amount of lawn at the front of the house, with the canopy encroaching upon the house along 
the sides. The lawn at the rear facade of the house runs to the edge of the tree canopy overhead, 
along the edge of a drop off. It continues along the side towards Diamond Head in a gentle 
downhill slope to a large flat area with a kidney shaped gunite swimming pool. The plantings 
at the edges of the lawn require minimal maintenance. 

                                                           
18 Paul Howard Liljestrand, Letter to Department of Land and Natural Resources 1972. 

19 Paul Howard Liljestrand, Letter to Vladimir Ossipoff 1973. 

20 B. Liljestrand 

21 B. Liljestrand 

22 Couillard, Personal Interview  
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The House Beautiful magazine edition from 1958 shows in vivid detail that the house is 
unchanged in almost all its aspects. Even the furnishings designed by Ossipoff and interior 
designer Hope Foote are still situated in their original locations. Western Interiors Magazine ran 
an article on this house in 2006 precisely because it is the house designed by Ossipoff that is the 
most unchanged since its inception. The few changes to the house were mostly done by the 
architect himself, and these necessary changes kept the original feeling of the house intact. The 
statement that Ossipoff was making with this house is still evident, the majesty of the view and 
the place of the house within the landscape are untouched. Even the 1973 addition to the house 
was carried out by an architect associated with Ossipoff in sympathy with his vision, and 
requiring the least impact possible upon the original house. The history of this house is visible 
in every room; the sweeping modernist ideas adapted to the Hawaiian climate and the 
placement of the house within the landscape to create an ideal living environment have stood 
the test of time and rendered Ossipoff’s legacy for future generations.  



The Liljestrand house at 3300 Tantalus Drive is eligible for the National Register under criterion 
C as a master work of the architect Vladimir Ossipoff. It is a definitive example of Pacific 
Modernism and an evocative look at the architecture of mid-century Honolulu. 

When Howard and Betty Liljestrand decided to move from their Plantation Style cottage in Aiea 
to a neighborhood closer to Honolulu, they had very definite ideas about the qualities their new 
home should encompass. The building needed to comfortably house the Liljestrands and their 
four children. Mrs. Liljestrand wanted to have lots of flat surfaces for projects, so that any 
project left unfinished could be left out. She felt that this was the main reason that things went 
unfinished, from craft projects to folding the laundry. She wanted a kitchen with morning sun, 
and bedrooms without morning sun. She had a 10 page list of requirements of the perfect 
kitchen. The Liljestrands also wanted a home that fit the Hawaiian climate, cooled with trade 
winds and making use of outdoor space. A circular driveway was important, as one of their 
close friends had run over his own child while backing out of his driveway. They wanted a front 
door that visitors would use, instead of an easy access kitchen door at the end of the driveway. 
They wanted a single loaded hallway, with all rooms serving a purpose and not just used as a 
passageway to another room.1 

In terms of location, the Liljestrands knew that one of the most important things to them was a 
view. They spent years searching for the perfect location. They wanted to be up on a hill above 
the city, near to Punahou school where their four children were enrolled, near to the Honolulu 
hospitals, and with a certain amount of isolation. Having lived for years in a relatively rural 
area of Aiea surrounded by sugar cane fields, they didn’t want to feel too enclosed by the city.2 

They searched various neighborhoods, such as Pacific Heights, Alewa Heights, and Maunalani 
Heights before looking at Tantalus. Tantalus met all of their necessary requirements for location, 
and it was the most rural and isolated area they could find close to downtown Honolulu. It was 
on a hike in the rain forest on Tantalus that they decided that this was where they wanted to 
build their home. While hiking they met George Coulter sitting on his porch watching the 
sunset. They struck up a casual conversation, telling George about their desire to move to the 
mountain. Realizing how much they loved it, George offered to sell them a portion of his land.3 
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The Liljestrands purchased 2.5 acres from Coulter in 1946 for $4000: a 2 acre square parcel on 
one side of Coulter’s house lot, and a half acre parcel on the other side that was just below a 
ridge-line overlooking the city. The half acre parcel didn’t have the entire view they wanted, the 
other side of the ridge was conservation land owned by the Territory of Hawaii. They made an 
even trade with the Territory, they would deed the 2 acre square parcel to the Territory for 
conservation land in exchange for the half acre parcel on the other side of the ridge-line from 
their own. This secured the view of the city that they wanted, and created the house lot for their 
new home.

In the 1940s Tantalus was a more rugged place to live, more part of the country than part of the 
city. The Liljestrands envisioned a mountain lodge up on the hill, however, they wanted some of 
the creature comforts that they were used to.4 In 1946, and even today, many homes on Tantalus 
are not on city water and instead use a rainwater catchment system. Dr. Liljestrand worked to 
get easements through private and public property to bring water from the Pacific Heights 
pumping station down through Pauoa Valley and up the side of the ridge to the home site. He 
was successful, and the system of easements was finalized with the Board of Water Supply in 
March of 1950.

Howard Liljestrand was born in Iowa in 1911. The child of medical missionaries, he was raised 
in Sichuan, China. He graduated from Harvard Medical School and met his wife, Helen Betty 
Horner, at the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute in Cape Cod, and they were married in 
1937. They stopped in Honolulu for Dr. Liljestrand to complete a residency at Queens Hospital 
on their way to rejoin his parents in China. When World War II broke out, they decided to stay 
in Hawaii.5

In addition to the design requirements, there were many personal elements to incorporate into 
the house. Monkeypod wood is used in many places throughout the house, from the kitchen 
table, and the stairs down to the playroom, to the built in desk in the master bedroom. All 
monkeypod in the house comes from a single tree. When the Liljestrands lived in Aiea, a 
neighbor had a huge monkeypod tree that Dr. Liljestrand liked. One day Dr. Liljestrand drove 
by and saw that the neighbor had cut the tree down and was trying to burn it up with kerosene. 
He stopped his car and got the neighbor to give him the remains of the tree. They dragged it to 
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the lawn of the Liljestrand house in Aiea and the kids used it as a jungle-gym. Dr. Liljestrand 
had the wood milled, and the boards stored, to use when he built his own house.6 

The Liljestrands took their list of features their home had to have to a number of local architects. 
After visiting various residential examples, Vladimir Ossipoff’s work seemed most in tune with 
their vision.7 

Vladimir Ossipoff was born in 1907 in Vladivostock, Russia. His mother was Mongolian, his 
father Russian, a captain in the Russian Army, and later the Imperial Army Attaché to Japan. 
Ossipoff spent his early years traveling between St. Petersburg and Japan, absorbing the unique 
architectural influences of each culture. He was educated at the foreign school in Japan, 
speaking English at school, Japanese with his nurse, and Russian with his parents. When he was 
fourteen, his mother suggested a career in architecture after watching him draw pictures of 
houses.8 

The Russian Revolution in October of 1917 left his family cut off from Russia. The Japanese 
initially refused to recognize the communist government, and retained the family at the 
embassy until the money ran out. The Japanese earthquake of 1923 encouraged Ossipoff’s father 
to relocate the family to the United States. He put them on a ship for California, but died before 
he could follow them.9 

The ship docked in Honolulu for one night. Ossipoff remembers seeing the Sheraton Moana 
Surfrider Hotel in Waikiki as the only hotel there. This was his first contact with the land that 
would become his home.10 

Ossipoff graduated from UC Berkeley in 1931 with a degree in Architecture. He went to work as 
a draftsman in an architectural firm, earning $100 a month. When the depression necessitated a 
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pay cut to $50 a month, he took the advice of a college roommate encouraging him to move to 
Hawaii in search of better jobs.11 

Ossipoff arrived in Hawaii in 1936, initially taking a job with Theo. H. Davies in their home 
builders department. After leaving Davies, he worked for C.W. Dickey and then Claude Stiel for 
a short time before opening his own practice in 1939.12 

Ossipoff has designed such buildings as the Outrigger Canoe Club, the Pacific Club, Thurston 
Chapel at Punahou School, Diamond Head Apartments, the Student Services Building at the 
University of Hawaii, the concourse and ticketing lobby at the Honolulu Airport, and the IBM 
building. One of his early residential works, the Boetcher Estate in Kahala, has been listed on 
the National Register. 

Ossipoff’s work is somewhat hard to categorize. In interviews, he was never forthcoming about 
his influences and often said that he preferred not to be pigeonholed.13 He preferred to solve 
problems as they came, structuring each building around its site and function. Some defining 
themes in his work over the course of his career include designing climate-appropriate 
structures that reflected the natural world around them and were intended to bring the 
outdoors into the buildings.14

If C.W. Dickey began the quest to design a style of architecture unique for Hawaii, Vladimir 
Ossipoff can be seen as a champion for this cause. Some of Dickey’s ideas about what a unique 
Hawaii Style entailed can be seen in Ossipoff’s oeuvre: the wide over-hanging eaves to shade 
the house from the sun, hipped roofs, and low unassuming structural shape. However, while 
Dickey was creating a local architectural style, Ossipoff created architecture that transcends a 
single style. Especially in his residential architecture, Ossipoff built unique buildings that 
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interact with their environment: the house becomes part of the landscape and the view, even as 
it is built precisely to emphasize and take advantage of those features.15  

His work has been variously called Kama’aina (child of the land or local) Style, Hawaii Style, 
Modernist, and Contemporary. Japanese influences from his childhood can be felt in his work; 
even one of the later homes that he designed for himself was in the style of a simple Japanese 
farmhouse.16 The obituary for Ossipoff in the Honolulu Advertiser on Sunday, October 4, 1998, 
calls Ossipoff’s work “a bold interpretation of modernism, uniquely suited to Hawaii’s climate 
and topography.” Architect Dean Sakamoto from Yale is curating a show of Ossipoff’s work at 
the Honolulu Academy of Arts in the Fall of 2007 that will include the Liljestrand Residence. 
This show is booked to travel internationally, from Honolulu, to Washington, D.C., Tokyo and 
Hamburg, Germany. When asked, Sakamoto said the term “Pacific Modern” is the best 
description of the Liljestrand Residence.

The definition of Pacific Modern best describes the Liljestrand home because its use of interior 
space, sweeping horizontal lines, and built-in features are representative of modernist 
architecture and yet the house is specifically designed to suit its location of both building site 
and the sub-tropical climate. Ossipoff was horrified that the invention of air conditioning could 
make architecture in Alaska identical with architecture in the Bahamas. A local vernacular style 
of architecture could be done away with because it was no longer necessary to take the climate 
into account when planning buildings.17 The Liljestrand house makes use of trade winds 
coming over the top of  Tantalus and rushing downhill through the louvered vents in the house 
and out the sliding glass doors at the back to naturally cool the house.18 The site of the house in 
the cooler rain forest above Honolulu also helps obviate the need for any air conditioning. 

The house builds on aspects of previous Hawaiian architecture, the low, simple front facade 
draws from earlier Craftsman and the vernacular Plantation Style of houses. Ossipoff’s vision 
embraces key concepts of life in Hawaii, such as the expansion of the living area to include the 
outdoors. 
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The modernist aspects of the architecture are apparent when looking at the rear facade. On this 
facade the strong geometry of modernism rises up out of the landscape. Many modernist 
houses are masses that are meant to be viewed as a sculptural element placed on top of the 
landscape. The sculptural quality of this house is separate from the land and the drama comes 
out of the dichotomy between the two. In Ossipoff’s modernist designs, the house is meant to 
be seen as an organic extension of the landscape. It is a symbiotic relationship: the house relies 
on the land to exist as much as the land needs the house to be viewed in this precise way.

After the house was built in 1952, it took a further five years to decorate. Elizabeth Gordon, a 
magazine editor for House Beautiful Magazine, visited the house in 1953 while on a trip to find 
a house in Honolulu to feature as their Pace Setter house of the year. When she saw the 
Liljestrand Residence, she decided this was the house. However, Mrs. Liljestrand had not begun 
the project of decorating the house. In October of 1954, furnishings editor Francis Taylor arrived 
unannounced with a photographer to begin work on the spread: the house was still 
unfurnished, and the Liljestrands sent her away. House Beautiful called again in 1957, at which 
point Mrs. Liljestrand began working with her college friend, interior designer Hope Foote, and 
Ossipoff to furnish the house. The house was photographed in October of 1957, and the 
magazine published in July of 1958 as the Pace Setter home of the year.19

This magazine spread is an important historical document that shows exactly how unchanged 
the house is. The floor plans and pictures show that even the furniture and appliances have not 
altered in over 50 years. In 2006, Western Interiors Magazine published an article on the 
Liljestrand Residence as the most unchanged of all Ossipoff’s residential architecture. 

The superior workmanship and design of the house relegate this property to the status of 
master work for Vladimir Ossipoff. The extremely high level of integrity in all aspects places 
this house at the forefront of Ossipoff’s architecture in terms of preservation. This house is an 
intact view into the past, it has been almost frozen in time in the year 1957, when the interior 
decorating was completed. This house embodies Ossipoff’s ideals of place and design; it is a 
superb example of Pacific Modernist architecture that stands out above all others. 
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